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ABSTRACT
Visual analysis of dense crowds is particularly challenging due to large number of individ-
uals, occlusions, clutter, and fewer pixels per person which rarely occur in ordinary surveillance
scenarios. This dissertation aims to address these challenges in images and videos of extremely
dense crowds containing hundreds to thousands of humans. The goal is to tackle the fundamental
problems of counting, detecting and tracking people in such images and videos using visual and
contextual cues that are automatically derived from the crowded scenes.
For counting in an image of extremely dense crowd, we propose to leverage multiple
sources of information to compute an estimate of the number of individuals present in the im-
age. Our approach relies on sources such as low confidence head detections, repetition of texture
elements (using SIFT), and frequency-domain analysis to estimate counts, along with confidence
associated with observing individuals, in an image region. Furthermore, we employ a global con-
sistency constraint on counts using Markov Random Field which caters for disparity in counts in
local neighborhoods and across scales. We tested this approach on crowd images with the head
counts ranging from 94 to 4543 and obtained encouraging results. Through this approach, we are
able to count people in images of high-density crowds unlike previous methods which are only
applicable to videos of low to medium density crowded scenes. However, the counting procedure
just outputs a single number for a large patch or an entire image. With just the counts, it becomes
difficult to measure the counting error for a query image with unknown number of people. For this,
we propose to localize humans by finding repetitive patterns in the crowd image. Starting with de-
tections from an underlying head detector, we correlate them within the image after their selection
through several criteria: in a pre-defined grid, locally, or at multiple scales by automatically find-
ing the patches that are most representative of recurring patterns in the crowd image. Finally, the
set of generated hypotheses is selected using binary integer quadratic programming with Special
Ordered Set (SOS) Type 1 constraints.
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Human Detection is another important problem in the analysis of crowded scenes where
the goal is to place a bounding box on visible parts of individuals. Primarily applicable to images
depicting medium to high density crowds containing several hundred humans, it is a crucial pre-
requisite for many other visual tasks, such as tracking, action recognition or detection of anomalous
behaviors, exhibited by individuals in a dense crowd. For detecting humans, we explore context
in dense crowds in the form of locally-consistent scale prior which captures the similarity in scale
in local neighborhoods with smooth variation over the image. Using the scale and confidence of
detections obtained from an underlying human detector, we infer scale and confidence priors using
Markov Random Field. In an iterative mechanism, the confidences of detections are modified to
reflect consistency with the inferred priors, and the priors are updated based on the new detections.
The final set of detections obtained are then reasoned for occlusion using Binary Integer Program-
ming where overlaps and relations between parts of individuals are encoded as linear constraints.
Both human detection and occlusion reasoning in this approach are solved with local neighbor-
dependent constraints, thereby respecting the inter-dependence between individuals characteristic
to dense crowd analysis. In addition, we propose a mechanism to detect different combinations of
body parts without requiring annotations for individual combinations.
Once human detection and localization is performed, we then use it for tracking people
in dense crowds. Similar to the use of context as scale prior for human detection, we exploit
it in the form of motion concurrence for tracking individuals in dense crowds. The proposed
method for tracking provides an alternative and complementary approach to methods that require
modeling of crowd flow. Simultaneously, it is less likely to fail in the case of dynamic crowd
flows and anomalies by minimally relying on previous frames. The approach begins with the
automatic identification of prominent individuals from the crowd that are easy to track. Then, we
use Neighborhood Motion Concurrence to model the behavior of individuals in a dense crowd, this
predicts the position of an individual based on the motion of its neighbors. When the individual
moves with the crowd flow, we use Neighborhood Motion Concurrence to predict motion while
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leveraging five-frame instantaneous flow in case of dynamically changing flow and anomalies. All
these aspects are then embedded in a framework which imposes hierarchy on the order in which
positions of individuals are updated. The results are reported on eight sequences of medium to
high density crowds and our approach performs on par with existing approaches without learning
or modeling patterns of crowd flow.
We experimentally demonstrate the efficacy and reliability of our algorithms by quantifying
the performance of counting, localization, as well as human detection and tracking on new and
challenging datasets containing hundreds to thousands of humans in a given scene.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Crowd Analysis is fundamental to solving many real-word problems. It is important for
management of crowded events, such as protests, demonstrations, marathons, rallies, political
speeches and music concerts which are characterized by gatherings of hundreds to thousands of
people. It has use in the design of public spaces and infrastructure, as well as in their expansion
and modification, by analyzing the counts of customers and commuters that frequent and travel
through these places. It has applications in computer graphics as well, where crowd simulation
models can be learned using data from real-world crowded scenes. But, perhaps its most important
use is in visual surveillance and anomaly detection. The recurrent and tragic stampedes at pilgrim-
ages [1] and parades [2] as well as the recent terrorist attack at a marathon [3] call for improved and
sophisticated techniques for visual analysis of dense crowds. These include human detection and
tracking, counting, action recognition, anomaly detection and classification of high-level events.
A crowd is more than the sum of individuals; the difficulty of computer vision tasks in-
creases disproportionately depending on the number of individuals making up the crowd. This can
be gauged by the fact that the human response to an image of a crowd is much slower than that on a
non-crowd image. For instance, a human or a member of surveillance team can easily detect, track
and count in an image of a few people, but when presented with a crowd image containing hundreds
to thousands of people, will require a considerably large amount of time. Thus, the straightforward
extension of computer vision algorithms does not yield corresponding improvement [4, 5]. Fur-
thermore, the applicability of a particular computer vision algorithm also depends on the density of
the crowded scene [6]. Scenes of high density crowds can be divided into groups based on number
of pixels on target, and those with extremely small object size permit only holistic approaches for
scene understanding, such as finding motion patterns and segmentation of crowd flows [7, 8, 9, 10]
as well as counting and localization. However, if individuals in a crowd are distinguishable then
detection and tracking of individuals may be possible, which is important in the context of safety
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and surveillance [6].
Dense crowds offer a set of challenges when it comes to visual analysis - fewer pixels per
target, perspective effects and severe occlusions. But, they also provide constraints which can be
employed to tackle these challenges. These can be both contextual (spatial) or temporal constraints.
For instance, tracking methods for dense crowds learn the crowd flow, and use that flow to reliably
track individuals in the crowd [11, 12, 13]. Such use of repetition of behavior in time is largely
exclusive to dense crowds. In this dissertation, we pursue an alternative direction and explore
the use of spatial or contextual constraints in dense crowds to improve counting, detection and
tracking.
1.1 Counting and Localization in Images of Dense Crowds
The manual counting of individuals in very dense crowds is an extremely laborious task, but
is performed nonetheless by experienced personnel when needed [14]. Computer vision research
in the area of crowd analysis has resulted in several automated and semi-automated solutions for
density estimation and counting. Practical application of most existing techniques however, is
constrained by two important limitations: (1) inability to handle crowds of hundreds or thousands
(Fig. 1.3) rather than a few tens of individuals [15, 16]; and (2) reliance on temporal constraints in
crowd videos [17], which are not applicable to the more prevalent still images.
The proposed approach for counting is motivated by the fact that in extremely dense crowds
of people, no single feature or detection method is reliable enough to provide an accurate count
due to low resolution, severe occlusion, foreshortening, and perspective. Indeed even the state-
of-the-art human, head, or face detectors perform poorly in such scenarios. We observe however
that densely packed crowds of individuals can be treated as a texture, albeit irregular and inho-
mogeneous at a coarse scale. And this texture begins to correspond to a harmonic pattern, as is
the case in regular textures, at a finer scale. Furthermore, there does exist a spatial relationship
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that is expected to constrain the counting estimates in neighboring local image regions in terms of
similarity of counts.
Figure 1.1: This figure shows five arbitrary images from the dataset used for crowd counting and
localization. On average, each image in the crowd counting dataset contains around 1280 humans.
The column on the right shows four patches from different images at original resolution.
We also observe that, in derived intensity spaces such as image derivatives or edges, groups
of individuals are likely to exhibit an increased level of similarity. Therefore, in addition to super-
vised training of human or head detectors, appearance based feature descriptors like SIFT are also
useful to estimate the so called texture elements or textons [18]. This observation has been used
successfully for crowd detection in [19], although not for counting or localization. Our goal in
using appearance based descriptors for localized patches is to estimate repeating structures in the
image, but with the important distinction that such image patches are not expected to fully con-
tain a person, rather the textons can represent a single part of a person, multiple parts, or multiple
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people and their parts.
Another main contribution of the proposed framework for counting is the use of frequency-
domain analysis in crowd counting. Fourier transform has been used extensively in texture analysis
[20], and specifically in crowd analysis [21]. Given geometrically arranged texture elements, the
Fourier transform can provide reliable estimates of the texton counts [22]. In the domain of crowd
counting however, the application of frequency analysis is severely limited due to two main rea-
sons: (1) the spatial arrangement of texture elements is very irregular; and (2) the Fourier transform
is not useful in localizing the repeating elements.
We propose novel solutions to overcome these limitations. First, we employ Fourier analy-
sis along with head detections and interest-point based counts in local neighborhoods on multiple
scales to avoid the problem of irregularity in the perceived textures emanating from images of
dense crowds. The count estimates from this localized multi-scale analysis are then aggregated
subject to global consistency constraints. Secondly, in order to leverage multiple estimates from
distinct sources, the corresponding confidence maps need to be comparable and in the same space.
For instance, the Fourier transform is not directly useful in this regard since it cannot be combined
with count estimate maps in the image domain. We therefore reconstruct the low to medium fre-
quency component of image region and the reconstructed image is then compared with the original
image after alignment. This process provides two important pieces of information: the estimated
count per local region, and a measure of error relative to the original image.
Combining the three sources, i.e., Fourier, interest points and head Detection, with their
respective confidences, we compute counts at localized patches independently, which are then
globally constrained to get an estimate of count for the entire image. Since the data terms are
evaluated independently at different scales, the smoothness constraint has to be applicable to spatial
neighborhoods as well as immediate neighbors at different scales. We propose a solution to obtain
counts from multi-scale grid MRF which infers the solution simultaneously at all scales while
enforcing the count consistency constraint.
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The proposed approach for counting is only capable of estimating the counts in an entire
image. Several tasks aimed at automated analysis of dense crowds require the localization of
humans where the goal is to pinpoint the position of all humans in the image. In an image of
extremely dense crowd, usually the heads are visible while the bodies are occluded, the problem
then reduces to locating the head of each individual in the image. Therefore, we also present an
approach that can localize the heads of humans in still images. Figure 1.2 gives an illustration of
the problem.
Figure 1.2: This figure illustrates the idea of localization. Given an image such as the one on the
left, our goal is to locate the position of each and every person in the image as shown with yellow
dots on the right.
Localization has an additional advantage for counting as well. For a real user or analyst
who wants to estimate the exact count for a real image without any error, the results of counting
alone are not sufficient for this task. The single number for an entire image makes it difficult to
assess the error or the source of the error. However, if the user is supplied with dotted locations of
the individuals, then it is possible to quickly go through the image and remove the false positives
and add the false negatives. The count using such an approach will be much more accurate and the
user can get 100% precise count for the query image.
To address this difficult problem, we propose to utilize the inherent structure of a crowded
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scene. One of the characteristic features of the crowd is repetition of patches corresponding to
visible parts of humans, typically the heads. As we will see in Chapter 3, this repetition is far from
periodic. In fact, it is actually described by a random process. Thus, it is not possible to discover
any pattern using regularity in spatial locations. Nonetheless, the building block or the atom of such
a pattern can be detected with some reliability through head detectors. The task then transforms
from discovery of the pattern to its expansion with initialization provided by head detections. We
propose several criteria to select such atoms. Once the hypotheses are expanded using correlation,
they are then selected using binary integer quadratic programming subject to Special Ordered Set
(SOS) Type 1 constraints. Every hypotheses induces one such constraint and limits the selection
of other competing hypotheses in its neighborhood. The experiments are performed on the same
dataset used by our approach for counting since the ground truth for each image in the dataset has
dotted annotations defining the exact location of each individual.
1.2 Detecting humans in Dense Crowds using Locally-Consistent Scale Prior and Global
Occlusion Reasoning
The methods introduced in previous section for counting and localization are applicable
to images of extremely dense crowds containing thousands of people. High-resolution images of
medium to high density crowds containing tens to hundreds of people permit human detection in
terms of bounding boxes that cover the extent of each human in the image. Although there has
been considerable research on detecting humans in images containing a few individuals [23, 24,
25, 26, 27], the existing methods do not perform well on crowded scenes primarily because of
severe occlusions, where significant parts of humans are invisible in the image due to occlusions
from other humans. The other issue is clutter due to the presence of significant edge information
(image gradients) spread throughout the image. This introduces noise for the human detector, thus
increasing the number of false alarms. To tackle this problem, we propose to weigh detection
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hypotheses using scene-derived priors that are discovered automatically from a given image.
Figure 1.3: This figure shows several images from the dataset on which experiments for human
detection were performed. Although there are occlusions and pose variations, the consistency in
scale is evident in all images which can be used to restrict the space of detection hypotheses in
these images.
Considering the images in Fig. 1.3 which depict crowds of different densities, it can be
observed that the scale or size of neighboring individuals is similar to each other. Although the
scale changes across all the images, the change in scale is gradual due to the perspective effect
and overhead position of camera. Even when the camera is not located overhead, the scale is still
locally consistent but with sharp discontinuities due to humans at various depths. In our approach,
we propose to embed these qualitative observations in a discontinuity-preserving Markov Random
Field that captures the scale and confidence of humans in an entire image. For each pixel in
the image, the scale prior captures the size of human that is expected to occur at that location.
Similarly, the confidence prior models the probability of occurrence of a human in that particular
part of the image.
Similarly, there can be several heuristic based methods for occlusion handling, but such
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methods are not applicable in dense crowds, as there never are isolated pairs of individuals which
have to be reasoned for occlusion - individual A may occlude B and individual B may occlude C
and so on, making all of them tied to each other. An incorrect solution for one individual in a greedy
algorithm can affect detection of many other individuals. Thus, instead of developing a greedy or
heuristic solution, we leverage the advanced solutions of Integer Programming to simultaneously
reason all occlusions and infer visible areas of detections. Unlike, non-crowd human detection
methods that detect and localize humans in isolation, our approach solves the problem in a global
fashion, thereby, honoring the relationship that individuals in a dense crowd have with each other.
The key ideas presented for proposed human detection are independent of underlying hu-
man detector used, but due to its popularity, we used Deformable Parts Model [24] to obtain the
scales and confidences of humans and their component parts, which are then used by the proposed
method. Since individuals in dense crowds undergo severe occlusions, and full-body human de-
tection is not sufficient to detect all humans, part-based analysis consequently assumes a greater
significance in such scenes. We propose a solution to detect combinations-of-parts of humans
which is able to increase recall by detecting partially occluded humans - a common occurrence in
dense crowds. This allows us to have multiple detectors that use same parts, which spares us from
part-specific annotations and is computationally efficient as it reuses results of filter responses on
the shared parts.
Our approach bridges the gap between holistic approaches to crowds and isolated analysis
of individuals in non-crowded scenes. The contributions of this approach can be summarized
as follows: 1) use of locally-consistent scale prior for human detection and an approach for its
application in dense crowds, 2) a method to create detectors comprising multiple parts without
requiring annotations of those parts, made possible through the use of latent SVM, 3) occlusion
reasoning in crowds with a global solution, and 4) an evaluation on a new and challenging dataset
of dense crowd images with tens of thousands of annotated humans.
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1.3 Tracking using Prominence and Neighborhood Motion Concurrence
Tracking in dense crowds [11, 28, 29] is a challenging problem because the large number of
objects in close proximity pose difficulty in establishing correspondences across frames. Methods
specifically designed for dense crowds generally require some learning of motion priors, which
are later employed for tracking. For instance, the first popular method for the problem [11] was
based on the assumption that all individuals in a crowd behave in a manner consistent with global
crowd behavior. The authors learn the direction of motion at each location in the scene, termed
floor fields, and use that to predict motion of individuals while tracking. The floor fields severely
restricts the permitted motion that individuals in a particular scene can have. This restriction on
the motion of individuals due to time-invariant priors [11, 30] would cause the tracker to fail when,
(1) the crowd flow is dynamic, (2) the crowd flow shifts or moves to a new region which was not
learned before, and (3) when there are anomalies. Furthermore, camera motion and jitter can make
learning the crowd flow difficult, if not impossible. Though learning, whether online or offline,
certainly helps in tracking dense crowds when these issues are not present, we emphasize the use
of visual and contextual information available in such crowded scenes to track in an online manner,
without any pre-processing, learning or crowd flow modeling.
At the core of our approach lies template-based tracking, which is used to obtain proba-
bility of observation. However, the simplicity of a template-based tracker demands more than just
appearance to perform well in high density crowds. We supplement the tracker with novel visual
and contextual sources of information, which are particularly relevant to crowds and reduce the
confusion in establishing correspondences.
The first idea we explore is prominence of individuals which is similar to saliency (gen-
erally used for features and points). In any crowded scene with a large number of people, the
appearance of some individuals will be markedly different from the rest (Figure 1.4). The proba-
bility of confusing such individuals with the rest of the crowd will be low. Thus, the prominence
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of such individuals provides extra information which we propose to leverage in tracking.
Figure 1.4: An example of a dense crowd where individuals that are in yellow squares stand out
from the crowd and, therefore, should be easier to track than rest of the individuals in white squares.
The second idea is to employ influence from neighbors to make better prediction of an indi-
vidual’s position. This idea is based on the observation that individuals in dense crowd experience
social forces that bound their movement [31]. For instance, an individual cannot jump across his
neighbors in a single time instance. The restriction on movement that each individual experiences
is proportional to the density of the crowd. Social force models, both in computer graphics and
vision, are generally geared towards collision avoidance where the goal is to predict positions such
that subjects or individuals avoid collisions with each other. Our model, on the other hand, exploits
the fact that movement of individuals in a dense crowd is similar to their neighbors, and therefore
can be used to make better predictions.
Combining prominence and influence from neighbors, our method imposes an order on
the way positions of individuals are updated. Individuals with prominent appearance are updated
first, who subsequently guide the motion of the rest of the crowd in a manner similar to constraint
propagation. While updating, if the underlying patch-based tracker gives weak measurement for
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an individual, then the position of that individual is updated based on appearance-based dense
instantaneous flow. Thus, the framework we introduce incorporates these ideas, as well as their
inter-relationships. Our contributions for this approach can be summarized as,
• An alternative approach to dense crowd tracking which highlights the significance of promi-
nence and spatial context for tracking dense crowds without requiring crowd flow modeling,
• Introduction of the notion of prominent individuals, its relevance to tracking in dense crowds,
and a method to detect prominent individuals,
• Incorporation of influence from neighbors, prominent or not, to better predict and estimate
an individual’s position,
• A tracking framework which imposes an order on the way individuals are tracked, where
positions of prominent individuals are updated first and individuals with low probability of
observation from underlying tracker are updated last.
Since space is complementary to time, both the visual information (prominence) and spatial
context (influence from neighbors) are complementary to temporal constraints (crowd flow, motion
patterns) introduced in previous works on tracking people in dense crowds. Our goal in this work
is to emphasize the first two, which when coupled together allow tracking in an online fashion,
without requiring crowd flow modeling or observations from the future.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
The rest of the dissertation is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we review existing litera-
ture on automated visual analysis of dense crowds. In Chapter 3, we present our approaches on two
related problems of counting and localizing humans in images of extremely dense crowds. Chap-
ter 4 provides our approach for human detection using scene-derived priors and global occlusion
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reasoning on crowded images of medium to high density. In Chapter 5, we present our method
to detect salient individuals in a crowd video which in addition to Neighborhood Motion Concur-
rence allows us to track individuals simultaneously. Finally, Chapter 6 provides the conclusion and
a discussion on the identified directions for future works.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Crowd analysis is an active area of research in Computer Vision [6]. Over the past few
years, methods have been proposed that estimate density and number of people in a crowd [32, 33],
find group structures within a crowd [34], detect abnormalities [35, 36, 37, 38], find flow segments
[9, 10], and track individuals in a crowd [39, 28, 29]. Some methods proposed in literature for
crowd detection perform image segmentation without actual counting or localization [19], while
others simply estimate the coarse density range within local regions [40]. Here, we focus on
methods that solve the three main problems addressed in this dissertation: counting, detection and
tracking.
2.1 Counting humans in Surveillance Imagery
Most of the existing algorithms for estimating exact counts of humans have been tested
on low to medium density crowds, e.g., USCD dataset with density of 11 − 46 people per frame
[15], Mall dataset with density of 13− 53 individuals per frame [16], and PETS dataset containing
3 − 40 people per frame [41]. In contrast to these images and videos, we focus on still images
containing between 94 and 4543 humans, with an average of 1280 individuals per image. Such
high density implies that an individual may occupy so few pixels that it can neither be detected nor
can its presence be verified given the location, which are key requirements in existing techniques.
Person detection for counting individuals, present in an image or video, has been employed
in [42, 43]. This category of methods however is not useful for the kind of images we deal with,
because human, or even head and face detection in these images is difficult due to severe occlusion
and clutter, low resolution, and few pixels per individuals due to foreshortening. Brostow and
Cipolla [44] and Rabaud and Belongie [32] count moving objects by estimating contiguous regions
of coherent motion. Computation of such patterns of motion were also proposed in [45, 46, 47],
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but not with explicit application to the problem of crowd counting. These algorithms require video
frames as input, with reasonably high frame rate for reliable motion estimation, but are not suitable
to still images of crowds, or even videos if the individuals in the crowd show nominal or no motion,
e.g., political gatherings and concerts.
Another category of techniques proposed for crowd counting rely on estimation of direct
relationships between low level or local features and counts by learning regression functions. Such
a function can be global [15, 48, 49, 50] where a single function’s parameters are learned for the
entire image or video. These methods have the implicit assumption that the density is roughly
uniform regardless of the location where the feature is computed. This assumption is largely
invalid in most real world scenarios due to perspective, changes in viewpoint, and changes in
crowd density.
The problems associated with global feature regression can be alleviated by relaxing this
assumption. Methods such as [51] propose to divide an image into cells and perform regression
individually for each cell. These methods [51, 52] aim to compensate for problems associated
with foreshortening, and local geometric distortions due to perspective. One key problem with
this approach however is that the local context, or spatial consistency constraints are ignored as
information across local regions is not shared.
Chen et al [16] recently proposed that information sharing among regions should allow
more accurate and robust crowd counting. They propose a single multi-output model for joint
localized crowd counting based on ridge regression. Their proposed framework employs inter-
dependent local features from local spatial regions as input and people count from individual re-
gions as multi-dimensional structured output. The algorithm however was not applied to scenarios
with crowds of more than a few tens of people.
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2.2 Human Detection
Human detection is often the precursor to many computer vision tasks and the problem has
been tackled by various approaches in literature [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58]. A recent
comprehensive survey by Dollar et al. [59] compares various state-of-the-art pedestrian detectors
and evaluates their performance based on scale, degree of occlusion and localization accuracy.
They conclude that under partial occlusion the performance degrades significantly, and becomes
disappointing at low resolutions and under partial occlusions. The authors make an assessment
that there is still a considerable gap between the current and desired performance of these human
detectors. However, they do suggest that the use of some form of context and better occlusion
handling can improve the performance of detectors. Another survey from the perspective of traffic
safety is by Geronimo et al. [60] which focuses on application of pedestrian detection to assist
drivers, with the goal of avoiding possible accidents and casualties.
Human detection poses a range of challenges, the most important of which are to deal with
articulation and handle occlusions. The non-rigid structure and deformity in humans is modeled
using the notion of constituent parts which allow certain degree of displacement of parts relative
to their desired positions. Several part-based approaches have been proposed in the literature [24,
61, 62, 63, 64]. In [24], the part filters are learned and applied individually, with each part placed
relative to the root location and a deformation cost added to the final confidence. Similarly, some
of the recent approaches have used the visibility of parts to infer the occluded regions. Ouyang and
Wang [65] model the visibility of parts as hidden variables in a probabilistic framework, whereas,
Enzweiler et al. [66] use mixture-of-expert classifiers and train them on features from intensity,
depth, and motion to handle partial occlusions. Duan et al. [67] describe the relations between parts
using manually defined rules in a hierarchical structure of words, sentences and paragraphs to deal
with articulation and occlusions. Wang et al. [26] train a HOG-LBP/SVM classifier and present
a method to find contributions from individual parts, which are used to construct an occlusion
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map depicting visible regions in detections. We use a similar approach for dividing the bias term
among parts, but unlike rigid parts used in [26], we have to cater for deformation costs in the DPM
framework.
State-of-the-art human detectors perform reasonably well to handle deformation and mild
occlusions in non-crowded scenes. However in dense crowds, where individuals undergo severe
occlusions, large deformations as well extreme variations in apparent size, human detection be-
comes an extremely challenging task. For detection in low-density crowded scenes, a unified prob-
abilistic framework by Yan et al. [68] uses appearance and spatial interaction to describe multiple
pedestrians. Improved occlusion handling using a multi-view geometry approach is presented by
Ge and Collins [69], who estimate the number of people in a crowd and their locations by sampling
from a posterior distribution over a 3d crowd configuration. Crowd density is utilized by Rodriguez
et al. [17] who show improved person localization and tracking performance in crowded scenes.
They formulate the problem as an optimization of a joint energy function by incorporating confi-
dences of detections subject to overlap and scene-specific density constraints. A video is divided
into two sets, where the first set with annotated humans is used to train the density estimator, while
the second set is used for testing. The ideas presented for our approach are complementary to [17],
but our goal is to use cues or priors that are generally applicable, and not learned from and applied
on, individual scenes or videos.
Human detection is a pre-requisite to tracking, but due to the difficulty in detecting humans
in dense crowds, approaches rely on temporal repetition in the form of motion patterns [70, 71] and
floor fields [11] to track and analyze crowded scenes, and require manual initialization of tracks
[71, 70]. Ali and Shah [11] use this idea in the form of static, dynamic and boundary floor fields,
which determine the probability of motion from one location to another. Crowd behavior has been
similarly modeled by Rodriguez et al. [12] in unstructured scenes to track individuals. Rodriguez
et al. [72] use a large collection of crowd videos to learn motion patterns which are then used to
drive a tracking algorithm. Multi-target tracking combined with motion pattern learning by Zhao
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et al. [71] has shown to improve tracking in structured crowds. It requires user labeling of the
target in the first frame, which is used to learn a detector, later employed to detect and track other
similar objects in the sequence. The common theme in these works is temporal modeling of crowd
motion and manual initialization of individual tracks. Thus, improved human detection can help
reduce manual initialization related to tracking dense crowds.
Inspired from human visual system which makes use of contextual information to detect
and recognize objects, context in computer vision has been extensively studied and used to improve
object detection. Researchers have experimented with various approaches: semantics [73], image
statistics [74], shape context [75], pixel context [25, 76] and color/texture cues [77], 3D geometric
context [78] as well as intensity/depth/motion cues [66]. Divvala et al. [79] evaluate several
sources of context and propose the use of geographic context and object spatial support. The work
by Desai et al. [80] focuses on learning spatial context to simultaneously predict labeling of a scene
while bypassing heuristic-based post-processing steps. Similarly, Ding and Xiao [81] combine the
local window with neighborhood windows to construct a multi-scale image context descriptor from
HOG-LBP features. This shows that the information required to detect an object not only resides in
the extracted features, but also within the scene to which the object belongs. For our approach, we
propose to use context in the form of locally-consistent scale prior which enforces the constraint
that the size of proximal individuals in a dense crowd is consistent and similar, though there may
be occasional discontinuities. Closely related with scale prior is the confidence prior which gives
the confidence of associated scale at each location in the image. We show that both these priors
can be automatically discovered from the scene and are extremely relevant to detecting humans in
dense crowds.
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2.3 Tracking of humans in Videos
Methods proposed for multi-target tracking include Park et al. [82] who sped up belief
propagation using mean shift by sparsely sampling the belief surface instead of using parametric
methods or non-parametric methods that require dense sampling. They do not assume prominence
and pass messages in all directions, therefore presuming absence of anomalies. There are a few
papers that have used context for tracking as well. Yang et al. [83, 84] used contextual information
to improve the tracking performance of a few objects. Through color segmentation of the image,
they find auxiliary objects, which are easier to track and whose motion is correlated with the
target. The auxiliary objects are then tracked; they also aid in tracking the target, which occurs
simultaneously. The method was streamlined for non-crowd scenarios, with results containing
a maximum of three objects per sequence. Furthermore, due to hundreds of people frequently
occupying the entire screen in crowd videos, the definition and discovery of auxiliary objects is
not applicable in crowd sequences. Khan et al. [85] also capture interaction between targets using
particle filters in an MRF framework. However, they do not consider prominence and anomalies
while tracking, and the particle filters are not suitable for crowd sequences due to fewer pixels per
target.
Next, we review papers that use salient object and social force model for tracking followed
by extensive review of methods designed for tracking in dense crowds. For an in-depth analysis,
interested readers are referred to the survey by Zhan et al. [6].
Prominence. Discriminative features were used for tracking by Collins and Liu [86], who
rank the foreground features online, and track objects using only those features which discriminate
foreground from background. A similar idea was explored by Mahadevan and Vasconcelos [87]
who, given a pool of features from foreground and background, select the most informative features
for classification between the two. In relation to our method, prominence can be seen as a collection
of salient features which discriminate one foreground object from the rest.
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Social Force Models. Static motion models (such as linear velocity or constant accelera-
tion) have long been used for tracking in computer vision. Dynamic models, as opposed to static
ones, account for the dynamic structure of the scene and objects, and are based on the fact that in-
dividuals are driven by goals and respond to changes in their environments by adjusting their paths.
Methods that model [88, 89, 90] and simulate crowds [91] incorporate this crucial information to
produce realistic results.
In computer vision, social force models have been used for multi-target tracking, such as
Pellegrini et al. [92]. They introduced Linear Trajectory Avoidance, a model inspired by Helbing
and Molna´r [31], in which predictions are made so that individuals avoid collisions with each other
and the obstacles. The repulsive forces are balanced by a preference of each individual to move
towards a destination with some desired speed, both of which are assumed to be known in advance.
The experiments were performed on non-crowded scenes, since collision avoidance has lower ap-
plicability to dense crowds where individuals have less freedom of movement. To overcome some
of the shortcomings in [92], Yamaguchi et al. [93] proposed a similar approach using a more
sophisticated model, which tries to predict destinations and groups among individuals, using cer-
tain heuristics based on trajectory features and a classifiers trained on annotated sequences. They
tested on very simple scenes, and assume people move along straight paths as the destination can-
not change with time. There are scenes where this assumption will break, for instance, Sequence
5 in Section 5.5.
Furthermore, Yamaguchi et al. [93] penalizes deviations from preferred speed, which is set
to 1.3 m/s. This is the speed at which an average human walks, but this constant will be different for
a scene depicting a marathon, where people can be seen running at various speeds. In fact, both the
methods [92, 93] assume that the positions of individuals are in metric space, where distances can
be computed between individuals in terms of metric units (meters). This is a natural disadvantage
of sophisticated social force models whose parameters, otherwise, would have to be learned for
each testing video anew. Secondly, for correct transformation of positions of individuals from
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image space to metric space, both methods assume that the video be captured from bird’s eye view
even if there are only a few individuals at any given time. These two strict assumptions limit
their applicability to arbitrary videos. Although some camera elevation is necessary to completely
capture a dense crowd, the proposed model which works in image space can work with slightly
slanted views, i.e, lower than bird’s eye, because we anchor motion of all individuals on prominent
ones who lie in the same scene as rest of the crowd. In other words, since we impose motion
consistency in image space, we do not require to know the transformation between image and
metric coordinates, as such transformations cannot be assumed to be known in advance for arbitrary
videos.
Dense crowds. Recently, Garg et al. [94] addressed the problem of matching instances of
people in images of crowded events using photographs from Flickr. Unlike our problem, which
deals with single-view videos, their method works on images taken from the same scene which
allows structure from motion and 3d reasoning to match subjects.
For tracking in dense crowds, in a series of papers, Kratz and Nishino [70, 95, 13] trained
Hidden Markov Models to learn motion patterns in the scene which they later use for tracking
individuals. Our method provides an alternative to such training-based methods by using appear-
ance and contextual information only. The method proposed by Song et al. [29] tracks individuals
by learning patterns of flow through online clustering of tracked trajectories. Wu et al. [28] did
not learn any priors but employed multiple cameras to obtain 3D trajectories of objects that are
indistinguishable in terms of appearance by finding correspondences across the multiple views.
The works most similar to ours is that of Ali and Shah [11], who use transition proba-
bilities computed from learned floor fields, in order to track individuals in a dense crowd. The
method requires a pre-processing period where the static floor field is learnt using particles ad-
vected through optical flow across the scene. Furthermore, the dynamic floor field which captures
the instantaneous flow is a non-causal process, as it uses observations from the future. Similarly,
Rodriguez et al. [30] use Correlated Topic Model (CTM) to capture different overlapping and non-
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overlapping crowd behaviors in the scene. In their construction, words correspond to low-level
quantized motion features and topics correspond to crowd behaviors. Similar to [11], the method
requires temporal modeling of crowd behavior which uses observations from the future. Recently,
Rodriguez et al. [72] proposed a method that solves the same problem, but instead of learning
crowd flow, they build a database of approximately five hundred videos and match patches from
query videos to the database videos. Their method requires extensive searching of similar patches
in database, while making a strong assumption that the motion of individuals in a particular query
patch can be found in database. We, on the other hand, rely completely on information that is
readily available in the sequences.
Different from previous approaches, our goal is to develop an online tracker for dense
crowds without requiring extensive analysis of sequences in the database, or off-line analysis by
modeling the crowd behavior in advance. Instead, we explore visual and spatial information in this
work in the form of prominence and influence from neighbors while making sure that the method
is not biased against anomalies or dynamic crowd flow like the previous methods. Since temporal
information is complementary to spatial and visual constraints, the proposed method can be seen as
an alternative and complementary approach to previous methods for tracking individuals in videos
of structured dense crowds.
Furthermore, due to difficulty of human detection in dense crowds, and to keep the primary
focus on tracking, all previous works in this area [11, 30, 72, 13] assume that a manual initialization
of templates on individuals in the crowd is afforded to the algorithm. The template refers to a
bounding box around the individual we intend to track. For our approach, like previous works,
we also assume that initial templates (bounding boxes) are provided and our goal is to track them
across the scene. This also restricts the applicability of other social force [96] or tracking methods
which perform data-association among human detections across frames of the video.
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CHAPTER 3: COUNTING AND LOCALIZATION IN DENSE CROWDS
This chapter focuses on the two related problems of counting and localization in images
of extremely dense crowds. Given an image, our goal for counting is to estimate the number
of people in the image, whereas for localization, the problem is to pinpoint the location of each
person. The density of people, i.e., the number of people per unit area, in an arbitrary crowded
image is rarely uniform, and varies from region to region. This variation in density may be inherent
to the scene that the image captures (different distribution of individuals in different parts of the
scene) or it may arise due to the viewpoint and perspective effects of the camera. Due to these
reasons, an extremely dense crowded scene cannot be analyzed in its entirety for either counting or
localization. Therefore, our approach to both problems involves dividing the scene or image into
small patches, performing the analysis locally, and merging the results afterwards.
 Ground Truth Count: 426  Ground Truth Count: 3333
Ground truth Count: 94 
(Least GT count)




Figure 3.1: This figure shows four images selected from the dataset. The images in (a) and (b)
have the lowest and highest ground truth count respectively.
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For evaluating our approaches to both problems, we collected a new dataset from publicly
available web images, including Flickr. As mentioned in the introduction, it consists of 50 images
with counts ranging between 94 and 4543 with an average of 1280 individuals per image. Much
like the range of counts, the scenes in these images also belong to a diverse set of events: concerts,
protests, stadiums, marathons, and pilgrimages. One of the images is a painting while another is
an abstract depiction of a crowd (the one with the least count, shown in Fig. 3.1a). Using a simple
tool for marking the ground truth positions of individuals, we obtained 63705 annotations in the
fifty images. Some examples of images with the associated ground truth counts can be seen in Fig.
3.1.
3.1 Multi-source Multi-scale Counting in Crowded Images
For counting, the proposed framework begins by estimating the number of individuals in
small patches uniformly sampled over the image to cater for the change in density. Even though
the density of the crowd, i.e., the number of people / pixels2, varies across the image, it does
so smoothly, suggesting the density in adjacent patches should be similar. We handle the issues
of variation in density and smooth variation separately. When counting people in patches, we
assume the density is uniform but implicitly assume that the number of people in each patch is
independent of adjacent patches. Once we estimate density or counts in each patch, we remove
the independence assumption and place them in multi-scale Markov Random Field to model the
dependence in counts among nearby patches.
3.1.1 Counting in Patches
Given a patch P , we estimate the counts from three different and complementary sources,
alongside confidences for those counts. The three sources are later combined to obtain a single
estimate of count for that patch using the individual counts and confidences.
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3.1.1.1 HOG based Head Detections
The simplest approach to estimate counts is through human detections. However, a quick
glance at images of dense crowds reveals that the bodies are almost entirely occluded, leaving
only heads for counting and analysis. We, therefore, used Deformable Parts Model [23] trained
on INRIA Person dataset, and applied only the filter corresponding to head to the images. Often,
the heads are partially occluded, so we used a much lower threshold for detection. There are many
false negatives and positives since the images are inherently difficult (see Fig. 3.2). The detections
are accompanied with scale and confidence. For each patch, we use number of detections, ηH ,
mean and variance of scale µH,s, σH,s and confidence µH,c, σH,c. The consistency in scale and
confidence is a measure of how reliable head detections are in that patch.
Figure 3.2: Results of Head Detection: Image on the left is one of the few images where head
detection gives reasonable results. False negatives and positives are still evident in both images.
3.1.1.2 Fourier Analysis
When a crowd image contains thousands of individuals, with each individual occupying
only tens of pixels, especially those far away from the camera in an image with perspective distor-
tion, histograms of gradients do not impart any useful information. However, a crowd is inherently
repetitive in nature, since all humans appear the same from a distance. The repetitions, as long
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as they occur consistently in space, i.e., crowd density in the patch is uniform, can be captured
by Fourier Transform, f(ξ), where the periodic occurrence of heads shows as peaks in the fre-
quency domain. Specifically, for a given patch, we compute the gradient image, ∇(P ), and apply
a low-pass filter, f(ξ) = 0,∀ξ > ξo, to remove very high frequency content. Next we discard low
amplitude frequencies, which is followed by reconstruction, Pr, through inverse Fourier Trans-
form. We find the number of local maximas in the reconstructed image (Fig. 3.3) after alignment
and non-maximal suppression which serves as an estimate for the Fourier-based count, ηF . In ad-
dition, we compute several other measures, such as entropy as well as statistical measures related
to first four moments - mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis for both the reconstructed image and
difference image |Pr −∇(P )|. The count is normalized for the size of the patch.
Peaks = 195,
GT Count = 54
Peaks = 238
GT Count = 102
Peaks = 254
GT Count = 134
Figure 3.3: Counting through Fourier Analysis: The first row shows three original patches, while
the second row shows corresponding reconstructed patches. The positive correlation is evident
from the number of local maximas in the reconstructed patch, and the ground truth counts shown
at the bottom.
3.1.1.3 Interest Points based Counting
We use interest points not only to estimate counts but also to get a confidence whether the
patch represents crowd or not. Since sky, buildings and trees naturally occur in outdoor images, and
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the fact that head detection gives false positives in such regions (Fig. 3.2) and Fourier Analysis is
crowd-blind, it is important to discard counts from such patches. For both counting and confidence,
we obtain SIFT features, and cluster them into a codebook of size c. In order to obtain counts or
densities using sparse SIFT features, we use Support Vector Regression using the counts computed
at each patch from ground truth.
From the perspective of Statistics, the number of individuals in a particular patch can be
seen as spatial Poisson Counting Process with parameter (corresponds to density), λ, i.e., N(P ) ∼
Poisson(λ|P |), where |P | gives the area of the patch P in pixels. The expected value of N(P )
is simply λ|P |. Since we assumed the density is uniform in the patch, the process is homogenous
and λ is not a function of location (x, y). Moreover, the independence assumption among patches
gives, for the image, I:
N(I) = N(P1 ∪ P2 . . . Pn)
= N(P1) +N(P2) + . . .+N(Pn), (3.1)
where P1, P2, . . . Pn form a disjoint partition of I.
Furthermore, due to sparse nature of SIFT features, the frequency γ of a particular feature
i in a patch can also be modeled as a Poisson R.V., p(γi|crowd) = exp(−λ+i ).(λ+i )γi/γi! with
expected value, λ+i . Given a set of positive(+) and negative examples(−), the relative densities
(frequencies normalized by area) of the feature vary in positive and negative images, and can be
used to identify crowd patches from non-crowd ones. Assuming independence among features, the
log-likelihood ϕ(P ) of the ratio of patch containing crowd to non-crowd is [19]:









The above equation gives us a confidence for presence of crowd in a patch. The resulting
confidence maps are shown in Fig. 3.4 for two images.
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Figure 3.4: Images with their confidence maps: The images on the left have confidence of crowd
likelihood obtained through Eq. 3.2. In the top image, the gap between stadium tiers gets low
confidence of crowd presence. Similarly, patches containing the sky and flood lights in bottom
image have low probability of crowd.
3.1.2 Fusion of Three Sources
For learning and fusion at the patch level, we densely sample overlapping patches from
the training images and using the annotation, obtain counts for the corresponding patches. The
features from the three sources are concatenated in an early fusion fashion giving a 20d vector.
Next, we scale individual bins of the 20d vector between 0 and 1, and regress using -SVR, with
the counts computed from the annotations.
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3.1.3 Counting in Images
In order to impose smoothness among counts from different patches, we place them in an
MRF framework with grid structure. Furthermore, although small patches have consistent density,
they have fewer repetitions or periods and can easily be affected by low-frequency noise. Larger
patches, if they have consistent density, have more people, and therefore more periods and better
relevant-to-irrelevant frequency ratio. Moreover, it is difficult to ascertain in advance the right scale
for analysis for a particular image. This problem lends itself to a multi-scale MRF, an example of
which is shown in Fig. 3.5. The graph can be represented with (V , E) andN are the four neighbors
at the same level and intermediate nodes that connect a patch to layers above and below it. Note
that, this multi-scale MRF is different from other hierarchical models used for images, in that the
data term (unary cost) for a patch is evaluated independent of the patches at layers above and below
it, whereas in image restoration and stereo, data cost for patch at higher level is computed from
layer directly below.







V (`p − `q), (3.3)
where labeling ` assigns a label `p ∈ L = {0, 1, 2, ..., Cmax} for every every patch p ∈ P . The data
term is quadratic, Dp(`p) = λ(ηp− `p)2 and smoothness term is truncated quadratic, V (`p− `q) =
min ((`p − `q)2, τ).
The graph is inferred using Max-Product/Min-Sum BP on grid structure [97]. At any time
t, the message that node p sends to q for a label `q is given by, mtp→q(`q):
min
`p





and the belief for a label `q of node q at time t can be obtained as:










Figure 3.5: The figure shown multi-scale Markov random Field for inferring counts for the entire
image. The patches in each layer have independent data terms, thus requiring a simultaneous
solution for all layers.
The inference starts by sweeping in four directions at the bottom level using Eq. 3.4, the
beliefs are then evaluated for each patch using Eq. 3.5. Then, the beliefs in the groups of 2× 2 are
added giving the beliefs for the intermediate nodes bti above the bottom layer. After four sweeps
at the middle layer, the fifth sweep of messages goes from intermediate nodes to the middle layer.
This is followed by computation of beliefs at the middle layer. This step repeats for the top layer,
and the whole process corresponds to one time step t. Then, the process repeats but from top to
bottom. The beliefs at the intermediate nodes are divided for each of the patch below, i.e., for each
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patch q in 2 × 2 group below the intermediate node, its share of beliefs from the layer above is






i(`q). After a fixed number of iterations, the final beliefs
can be computed using Eq. 3.5, and the labels which have minimum cost in the belief vectors are
selected as the final labels. The sum of labels (counts) at the bottom layer gives the count for the
image.
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Figure 3.6: Results after MRF-based inference: Three nonets from different images are shown in
first row. The second row shows the ground truth counts, and the estimated counts before and after
MRF inference are shown in third and fourth rows, respectively. The patches from only one layer
are shown in this figure.
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Fig. 3.6 shows three instances where the estimated count of patch was improved based on
neighbors (both spatial and layer). In all cases, the patch under consideration lies in the center of
3× 3 patch set. In the first two columns, after imposing the smoothness constraint using MRF, the
overestimated counts get reduced becoming closer to ground truth. A special case is shown in the
last column. The patch in the middle had a much lower count than neighbors which after inference
increased becoming similar to its neighbors. Although the new estimate is closer to ground truth,
the increase is not necessarily correct since the lower count was due to presence of a non-human
object (an ambulance). The last column belongs to the image which had the highest count in the
dataset.
3.1.4 Experiments
For experiments, we randomly divided the dataset into sets of 10, reduced the maximum
dimension to 1024 for computational efficiency, and performed 5−fold cross-validation. We used
two simple measures to quantify the results: mean and deviation of Absolute Difference (AD), and
mean and deviation of Normalized Absolute Difference (NAD), which is obtained by dividing the
absolute difference with the ground truth count for each image. Since we divide the image into
patches, we report our results for both patches and images. The quantitative results are presented
in Table 3.1.
The first row in Table 3.1 shows the results of using counts from Fourier Analysis only,
giving AD of 703.9 and NAD of 84.6. Supplementing it with confidences from various sources
including Eq. 3.2 improves AD by 181.8 and reduces NAD by almost one-half. Including counts
from head detections improves AD marginally to 510.9. Adding counts from regression on sparse
SIFT features reduces error in both measures, giving values of 468.0 and 32.2, respectively. Finally,
inferring counts for complete images using counts from patches through multi-scale MRF further
improves AD taking it to 419.5. It can be observed from the table, that standard deviation follows
the same trend as mean, the values reducing as we add more sources.
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Table 3.1: Quantitative results of the proposed approach and comparison with Rodriguez et al.
[17] and Lempitsky and Zisserman [52] using mean and standard deviation of Absolute Difference
(absolute error) and Normalized Absolute Difference (percentage error) from ground truth. The
influence of the individual sources is also quantified. The proposed approach outperforms the other
two methods.
AD NAD AD NAD 
F ourier 13.8 ± 21.3 96.4 ± 200.4 703.9 ± 682.0 84.6 ± 157.3 
F + c onfidence 11.0 ± 19.7 58.7 ± 74.9 522.1 ± 610.1 41.0 ± 31.0 
Fc+H ead 11.1 ± 19.3 63.3.0 ± 84.0 510.9 ± 587.3 41.8 ± 30.9 
FHc+S IFT 10.2 ± 18.9 53.3.0 ± 69.5 468.0 ± 590.3 32.2 ± 27.1 
F HS c+M RF  (Proposed) - - 419.5 ± 541.6 31.3 ± 27.1 
Rodriguez et al. - - 655.7 ± 697.8 70.6 ± 102.1 
Lempitsky et al. - - 493.4 ± 487.1 61.2 ± 91.6 






















Image number Image number (a) (b)
Figure 3.7: This figure shows analysis of patch estimates in terms of absolute and normalized
absolute differences. The x-axis shows image number sorted with respect to actual count. Means
are shown in black asterisk, standard deviations with red bars, and ground truth counts with olive
dots.
Figs. 3.7a-b shows AD and NAD for patches in the individual images, respectively. The
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mean per patch are shown with black asterisks, deviations with red bars, and olive dots in Fig. 3.7a
show average of actual counts per patch in that image. For easier analysis, the x-axis shows images
sorted with respect to actual counts in both plots. It can be seen that AD per patch increases as
the actual counts increases, except for the images in the range 25 to 45 with corresponding actual
counts in the range of 1000− 2500 per image. Not only does this range boast lowest mean in AD
and NAD, but lowest deviations as well, which means the approach consistently predict correct
counts for patches in this range. The reason for better performance in the middle range is obvious:
the counts range from 94−4543, so the largest count is a tremendous 4832% of the smallest count.
Forcing the learning algorithm to predict correct estimates at both ends simultaneously, makes
it overestimate the lower end and underestimate the higher end, thereby working in favor of the








































Figure 3.8: Analysis of comparison: Bars and lines in red depict [17], green show [52], blue shows
the results using proposed approach, while ground truth is shown in black. (a) shows Normalized
Absolute Difference (an error measure) and (b) shows the actual and estimated counts.
For comparison, we used the methods of Rodriguez et al. [17], and Lempitsky and Zisser-
man [52], which were suitable for this dataset since other methods for crowd counting mostly deal
with videos or use human detection, and cannot be used for testing on this dataset. The method
presented in [17] relies on head detections, while [52] requires annotated ground truth points for
training, and learns a regression model using dense SIFT features on randomly selected patches.
The quantitative results are shown in Table 3.1. Fig. 3.8 breaks these numbers according to counts.
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The results using [17] are in red, those in green use [52], and the results of the proposed approach
are shown blue. In Fig. 3.8b, the black curve represents the ground truth. In Fig. 3.8a, we show
NAD for ten groups of five images each, which are sorted according to ground truth counts. The
x-axis shows the average counts of each of the 10 groups. Density aware person detection [17] per-
forms best around counts of 1000, but its error increases as we move away. The reason becomes
obvious when we look at the absolute counts output by the method in Fig. 3.8b, as they are fairly
steady across the entire dataset and do not respond well to change in density. It overestimates at
lower end and then underestimates at the higher end, resulting in increased absolute errors on both
ends. The MESA-distance [52] on the other hand, performs fairly well at higher counts, but gives
high NAD at lower counts. The reason lies in the algorithm itself, as it is designed to minimize
the maximum AD across images when training, and since images with higher counts tend to have
higher AD, the learning focuses on such images. The learner gets biased towards high density
images, thus, producing a lower AD overall, but overestimating at lower counts (Fig. 3.8b), thus
giving higher NAD. The proposed approach, on the other hand, performs well across the whole
range, giving steady NAD’s across all ten groups.
Finally, all methods underestimate the tenth set and this can be due to several reasons.
First, images in this group are very high resolution and therefore it is less likely to miss individuals
while annotating. Since we fixed the maximum image size for experiments, the images in this
group had correct and therefore, more annotations than their low-resolution counterparts. Second,
a careful look at Fig. 3.7a reveals that patch density increases super-linearly for this group, which
otherwise is linear for first nine groups. Since there are few such images, their patch instances
could have been treated as outliers (have higher slack weights) for regression. The last reason may
be associated with histograms of features that capture relative frequencies. At very high density,
the relative frequencies across patches with different density may become similar, resulting in a
loss of discriminative power.
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Figure 3.9: This figure shows the schematic outline of the proposed method for localization. (Left)
Given an image on lop-left, we initialize our algorithm using an underlying head detector (bottom-
left). (Middle) Next, we select high-confidence hypotheses within each cell in a pre-defined grid
and a fixed number of high-confidence hypotheses from the entire image, and correlate them across
their neighborhoods. (Right) Another set of detections is selected representing most frequent yet
discriminative hypotheses which are correlated across the entire image at multiple scales.
3.2 Localization in Dense Crowds
The problem of localization is significantly more challenging than counting because instead
of producing a single estimate of count for the entire image, we have to pinpoint each individual for
the purpose of localization. For that, we exploit the contextual yet redundant information available
in an image of extremely dense crowd. We begin by discovering recurring patterns in the image
using initial head detection hypotheses output by a detector. When the head detector trained on an
independent training data is applied on an image of a dense crowd, the recall is very limited and
only a subset of true detections are output. The reason lies with severe occlusions, differences in
illumination and pose, and more frequently with small head sizes for regions in the image capturing
distant locations from the camera. The initial detections serve as modes or atoms of the pattern that
we wish to discover. We used the modified Deformable Parts Model [23] similar to our approach
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for counting and use only the template corresponding to head for detection. Other parts, being
mostly invisible, are not attempted for detection. Figure 3.9 describes the outline of the approach.
Figure 3.10: This figure shows the results of pattern matching within neighborhoods of high-
confidence detections. In the first and third columns are the original patches, while the second
and fourth columns show the new hypotheses discovered through correlation. Interestingly, in the
top-left the original patch corresponded to only a part of a hat, which was then re-discovered at
many other places.
3.2.1 Finding Repetitive Patterns
Given an initial set of detection hypotheses, we find other regions in the image which are
similar in appearance. However, not all hypotheses are correct and searching for meaningless
patches corresponding to false positives will only lead to deteriorated performance. Therefore,
only the high-confidence detections are selected for finding repetitive patterns. For that, the patch
corresponding to the detection is correlated within its neighborhood, followed by non-maximal
suppression to reduce overlap. The confidence for the new hypotheses is obtained as the product
of correlation score with the score of the original detection. Figure 3.10 shows the output of
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this procedure on four patches takes from different images. The top-left pair in the figure shows
localized parts of hats instead of heads. Although this may introduce error in the localization
in terms of distance from the true location, it is still useful since it allows localization of more
individuals than is possible with only detection hypotheses output by the head detector.
Furthermore, the detections from the region closer to the cameras are more likely to be
detected with high confidence. To ensure that repetitions are discovered from all regions of the
image, we divide it into fixed size grid cells and correlate the high-confidence detections in each
cell across the entire cell. Intermediate results are shown in Figure 3.11.
Figure 3.11: Results of hypotheses expansion within grid cells: A given image is divided into a
pre-defined number of cells as shown on the left. In each cell, the highest confidence detection
hypothesis is selected and correlated across the cell as shown on right. This ensures that the
repetitive patterns are discovered in the entire image.
Both of previous criteria are applied locally since the change in scale due to perspective
distortion makes the correlation meaningless at scales different from the original hypotheses. Sim-
ilarly, the illumination and pose of head for a particular detection will also share similarity only in
its local neighborhood. To find a set detection patches that can be searched in an entire image at
multiple scales, we resize the templates for head patches to a fixed size (40× 40) and then convert
them to 1d vectors. Next, we cluster all the vectors using k-means. Then, using a weighted com-
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bination of discrimination power, confidence and distance from the cluster mean, we select a fixed
number of hypotheses for correlation across the image. Figure 3.12 shows the results where the
data was grouped into 10 clusters. For each cluster, we show the cluster center in yellow, and the
three most representative detection patches in red, green and blue, respectively.
Figure 3.12: This figure shows the intermediate steps for discovering representative detection hy-
potheses. Each group of patches represents one cluster where the cluster center (mean) is marked
with yellow box, while the top three representative patches are shown with red, green and blue,
respectively.
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3.2.2 Hypotheses Pruning under Scale Constraints
The approach presented in the previous section provides an over-complete set of hypothe-
ses, i.e., at each location there are multiple competing hypotheses possibly at different scales.
Many of these hypotheses are redundant or wrong, and, therefore need to be eliminated. This is a
variable selection problem which can be solved with binary integer programming that we present
in this section.
Let zq denote the binary variable associated with the detection hypothesis q where q ∈
{1, 2, 3, ..., Q}, and xq, sq and cq, denote its location, scale and confidence, respectively. Further-
more, let the template around xq be given by Tq. Our goal is then to maximize the number of
selected hypotheses with selection preferences determined by the confidences, i.e., a hypothesis
with a higher confidence should have a higher chance of selection. Since, dense crowd is repeti-
tive, the selected hypotheses should resemble their respective neighbors, both in terms of scale and
appearance. Finally, at each location only a single person can be present, therefore, all other com-




























q′′ | (xq′′−xq)2 ≤ sq
zq′′ = 1, ∀q ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., Q}, (3.7)
zq ∈ {0, 1}. (3.8)
where Γ and Ω compute the dissimilarity in scales and appearance of two hypothesis, and λΓ and
λΩ are the corresponding weights, respectively. We define Γ(si, sj) =
(
si − sj




)2. The constraints in Equation 3.7 are known as Special Order Set (SOS) Type
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1 constraints (Figure 3.13) and state that at each location occupied by a particular hypothesis, at
most a single hypothesis can be selected by the optimization which can be that hypothesis or any
of the competing hypotheses.
Figure 3.13: This image shows the Special Ordered Set (SOS) Type 1 constraints that are used dur-
ing final selection of hypotheses. Each hypothesis (shown with yellow dot) enforces a constrain in
its neighborhood (shown with colored circle) so that only one hypothesis is output by the algorithm
at that location.
The constrained minimization in Equations 3.6-3.8 can be solved through binary integer
quadratic programming subject to SOS constraints, given by;
min zTQz + fT z, (3.9)
s.t. SOS constraints,
z ∈ {0, 1}Q.
where Q(i, j) = λΓΓ(si, sj) + λΩΩ(Ti, Tj) and f(i) = −c(i). The SOS constraints are obtained
from Equation 3.7.
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Figure 3.14: This image shows the final results of localization approach. Here, white dots signify




We performed experiments on the same dataset introduced for counting in the previous
section. Since the dataset has dotted annotations that mark the location of each individual, it
becomes possible to evaluate the performance of the localization method. In Figure 4.10, we show
qualitative results for two images, where white dots show correct localizations, while green and
red dots indicate the errors. We quantify the results using Average Precision where different values
of precision and recall are obtained by changing the distance threshold between ground truth and
the output detection location. Detections within the threshold distance are the True Positives.
On average, the proposed approach improves the Average Precision (AP) over the baseline head
detector by almost 3%.
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we presented two approaches for counting and localizing individuals in
images of extremely dense crowds containing on average a thousand people. An analysis of crowds
on such a scale has not been tackled before in literature. We fuse information from three sources in
terms of counts, confidences and different measures at the patch level, and then enforce smoothness
constraint on nearby patches to improve estimates of incorrect patches, thereby producing better
estimates at the image level. For the task of localization on images of same dataset, we proposed to
find repetitive patterns with initializations provided by head detections. This procedure increases
the recall of detections which is otherwise restricted and dependent on the recall of underlying
head detector. Finally, we proposed to filter out expanded hypotheses by posing the problem
as a binary integer quadratic programming problem with Special Order Set Type 1 constraints.
Experimental evaluation for both approaches shows promise for their effectiveness in analysis of
images containing people on the order of thousands.
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CHAPTER 4: HUMAN DETECTION USING LOCALLY-CONSISTENT
SCALE PRIOR AND GLOBAL OCCLUSION REASONING
In this chapter, we describe in detail our approach for human detection in images of dense
crowds. To keep the chapter self-contained, we first describe essential details of Deformable Parts
Model [24] that are relevant to our approach, using the same notation as in [24]. We, then, de-
scribe how scale and confidence priors are automatically discovered from given images by refining
the priors and human detections in an iterative fashion. Next, we present a technique to detect
combinations-of-parts using the existing DPM formulation. Finally, the set of putative detections
are globally reasoned for occlusion, resulting in bounding boxes on the visible parts of humans as
output. Note that the choice of DPM as underlying detector is arbitrary, any human detection algo-
rithm which performs detection at multiple scales and uses part-based models can be substituted
in its place.
4.1 Background: Deformable Parts Model (DPM)
In order to capture the changes in viewpoint as well as variations in pose due to the articu-
lation, Deformable Parts Model [24] uses HOG features to match appearance, and instead of using
just the filter scores from rigid templates, it considers deformation, which when represented as a
score, measures the displacement of parts from their ideal locations.
To detect objects at multiple scales, a feature pyramid H is constructed with L levels, with
p = (x, y, l) representing the position (x, y) at level l in the pyramid. The parameter λ determines
the rate for scale sampling in H , i.e., λ is the number of levels down the pyramid at which the
resolution doubles compared to a given level. The feature vector at position p in the pyramid
is given by φ(H, p). The appearance score is, then, simply the dot product between filter, F ′,
and feature vector, i.e., F ′ · φ(H, p). The model for part i is represented as Pi = (Fi, vi, di),
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where Fi is the filter for the i-th part, vi is the anchor position w.r.t root position, and di is the
deformation cost. The deformation score of a part with displacement (dx, dy) is given as di ·
φd(dx, dy), where φd returns the deformation features. Finally, an object model with n parts is
given by (F0, P1, P2, ...Pn, b), where F0 is the root filter, Pi is the model for ith part consisting
of appearance and deformation costs, and b is the constant bias term. The confidence output by
human detector, confHD, for each hypothesis is the sum of scores from the root filter, filter and
deformation scores from the parts, plus the bias, i.e.,
confHD(p0, p1, p2, ...pn) =
n∑
i=0
F ′i · φ(H, pi)−
n∑
i=1
di · φd(dxi , dyi) + b. (4.1)
4.2 The Scale and Confidence Priors
In a densely crowded image or video, human detection becomes difficult primarily due to
the smaller target size and severe occlusions. But, the scale of a human in crowded scene provides
cue to what the scale should be in the immediate surrounding of the associated detection. We
can transfer the knowledge of scale from a point in scene to its surroundings using the scale and
confidence of that particular human detection. Figure 4.1 illustrates this idea. Given scale and
confidence priors, the confidence for detection hypotheses is altered to reflect conformity with the
priors. However, since both the priors and detections are dependent on each other, this necessitates
an iterative mechanism where the priors are improved using given detections, and detections are
improved using updated priors. Next, we present one cycle of this iterative procedure to discover
priors and obtain detections.
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Figure 4.1: Human detection in DPM [24] is performed using L = 67 levels of the pyramid. Three
pixel locations in given image, shown with different colors, have different prior information on
scale and confidence. In our approach, the scale and confidence priors are discovered automati-
cally which then provide a 1d scoring function at each pixel in the image, as shown on right. By
transforming the priors to each level of the pyramid, the confidence for detection hypotheses is
altered based on their consistency with the priors. Increasing the confidence of scale-consistent but
low-confidence hypotheses allows them to be detected without incurring false positives in the rest
of the image. Effectively, for a 2304× 3072 image, this amounts to re-scoring all the 3.85 million
hypotheses.
Inferring scale and confidence priors from given detections: For a detection Ωq, let
(xq, yq) denote its position in the image, and sq and cq represent the scale and confidence, respec-
tively. Then, given a set of input detections, Ωq, q = 1, 2, ..., Q, our goal is to infer the scale and
confidence at each location x = (x, y) in the image. All the detections induce a local influence
in terms of scale and confidence, which can be captured with an Influence Function, induced by
every detection. Such a function should be dependent on locations of input detections since scale-
consistency is only valid locally in most images depending on camera location, number of ground
planes (stairs, stadiums) or number of head planes (people sitting, standing). It should be a function
of scales because a detection with a larger scale has its neighbors at a larger distance than smaller
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detections. Finally, since the scale information of high-confidence detections is more reliable, it
should also be dependent on the confidence, cq. We propose to use the following function,
ξx,y(Ωq) = cq · exp
(
−‖x− xq‖
2 + ‖y − yq‖2
σ2 · (1 + sq/ρ(HL/2)2
)
, (4.2)




Figure 4.2: Intermediate computations of scale and confidence priors: (a) The scales and confi-
dences from detections in an image are transformed into a 2d graph. (b) The observed scale prior
is obtained using Equation 4.3, (c) which is then smoothed through MRF using Equation 4.4. The
corresponding confidence prior is also shown in (d). Heat map is used in (b)-(d) where brighter
colors indicate larger values.
From Equation 4.2, it is evident that ξx,y is a function of all three aspects of a detection,
its location (xq, yq), scale sq and confidence cq. It also satisfies all the mentioned properties and,
therefore, is a valid Influence Function. Furthermore, the detection that has the maximum value at
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the location (x, y) in the image, Ωq∗, determines the value of scale (Θs) and confidence (Θc) priors
at that location, i.e.,
q∗ = argmax
q
ξx,y(Ωq), ∀q = 1, 2, 3, ..., Q,
Θc(x, y) = ξx,y(Ωq∗), Θs(x, y) = sq∗.
(4.3)
The confidence prior Θc at each location in the image is just the maximum value of Influ-
ence Function. The scale prior Θs is the scale of the particular detection that has the maximum
influence at that location. Figure 4.2(b) shows the scale prior for an image shown in Figure 4.2(a).
It is similar to Voronoi Diagram except each region is represented by a scale and the distance-
measure is the influence function ξ, instead of the Euclidean distance.
Due to perspective effects, the scale of humans changes from pixel to pixel, but its affect is
usually gradual. While the humans closer to the camera appear larger, the ones in the background
appear smaller. This consistency in scale is imposed by treating scales as random variables and
placing them in a Markov Random Field which enforces smoothness at nearby image locations.







Ψ(`x − `x’), (4.4)
where Φ,Ψ are the unary and binary potentials and V ,N define vertices (pixel locations) and
neighborhoods in the graph, respectively. The labeling ` assigns a label (scale) at every location x
in the image. The data term, Φx, is quadratic, while smoothness term, Ψ, is truncated quadratic:
Φx(`x) = η(sx − `x)2,
Ψ(`x − `x’) = min
(
(`x − `x’)2, τ
)
.
Although the scale varies gradually due to perspective effects, but due to particular viewpoints,
there can exist sharp discontinuities. These can also arise from false positives which are likely
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to be different in scale than correct detections in a particular neighborhood. Thus, it is important
to infer the scale prior while preserving the sharp discontinuities. The truncated quadratic cost
for smoothness allows us to achieve this objective. Figure 4.3(a) and (c) show the case of rapid
scale change and that of scale-inconsistent false positives, respectively. In both cases, the scale
information was correctly captured using the proposed approach. The yellow arrow in Figure
4.3(a) marks the gradual change in scale around the pond, while the yellow line placed on the pond
marks rapid change in scale across it. The humans near the camera have a larger size, while those
behind the pond are much smaller. The same effect is shown in the inferred scales shown in (b).
Similarly, in (c), the initial false positive on the traffic light, shown with yellow square, was not



















Figure 4.3: Intermediate results on inferred scales after smoothing: Two images are shown in (a)
and (c) while the inferred scale priors are shown in (b) and (d), respectively. Truncated quadratic
cost in Equation 4.4, allows us to handle sharp discontinuities in the scale field, likely to happen
at specific viewpoints and due to false positives. The image in (a) has a fountain, where there is a
gradual change in scale around it (yellow arrow) but a sharp discontinuity across it (yellow bar).
Similarly, in (c), the initial set of detections had a false positive at traffic light larger in size than the
immediate neighbors. In both cases, the gradual change in scale and discontinuities were preserved
by MRF.
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Figure 4.4: This graph shows the improvement in performance obtained using the priors over three
iterations. The y and x axes show precision and recall, respectively. The curve without the priors
is in blue, while the curve with the priors after iterations is in red. Also shown are the results of
global scale priors in greens. Details of experimental setup are in Sec. 5.5.
Altering confidences of detection hypotheses given priors: Given priors, the confidences
of detection hypotheses are then re-evaluated, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The new confidence is the
sum of confidence from the underlying human detector plus the output of scoring function that
measures consistency of scale of the detection hypothesis with the scale prior at that location
weighed by the confidence prior,







where α, β are the parameters of the scoring function.
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Figure 4.5: This figure shows results after using scale-consistency and combinations-of-parts de-
tection on an image.
Transformations between priors and feature pyramid: From implementation’s perspec-
tive, there are two important transformations between scale and confidence priors and each level
in the feature pyramid. The first relates the x and y coordinates in priors, (xΘ, yΘ), which are the

















where k is the block size used for constructing HOG, w0, h0 are the width and height of root filter
F0, and ρ(Hl) is the scale at level l. The second transformation relates the scale in the image or
priors to that of each level in the feature pyramid. The 1− 1 mapping that relates size of detection
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(root template) at image/prior scale to the level l in the pyramid is given by:
s =
wo · h0 · k
ρ(Hl)/ρ(Hl0)
− 1. (4.7)
In case, we desire to measure the scale of detections in terms of some specific part instead of the
root template, for instance the one corresponding to head, we can replace w0, h0 with dimensions
of that filter in Equation 4.7, and in image space compute the area of bounding box associated with
that part. However, since responses to part filters are computed at twice the resolution, Hl must be
replaced with Hl+λ.
The above procedure describes details for one iteration of inferring priors and detecting
humans. Figure 4.4 quantifies the improvement obtained by using the priors at each iteration,
as well as the results of baseline [24] and combinations-of-parts detection which is presented in
next section. The results are evaluated using only the heads to discard the effect of bounding box
sizes. There is very little improvement after third iteration, so we used 3 iterations for our exper-
iments. The results improve over iterations because 1) the correct detections typically have high
confidence, and therefore, more influence on their surroundings, 2) the scoring function increases
confidence of only those detection hypotheses that are consistent with the scale prior which is
smoothed and inferred using many detections from the previous iteration. 3) Although the de-
tections are pre-processed to remove outliers (median filtering) in terms of scale, even if some
scale-inconsistent false positive gets through, the discontinuity-preserving MRF ensures that its
impact remains restricted. In addition, we report results of global head plane estimation with least
squares (LS) in light green and robust LS using RANSAC (RLS) in dark green. Robust LS im-
proves results over baseline but proposed method still outperforms either method of head plane
estimation, primarily due to violation of single ground / head plane assumption in many images
and re-scoring of all hypotheses before they are selected for output. In Figure 4.5, we show how
the priors yield excellent results in an image containing a dense crowd. For clarity, all detections
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are visualized using only heads which are drawn in yellow.
4.3 Combination-of-Parts (CoP) Detection
Since a human detector always looks for a complete human, it yields low confidences for
individuals who are partially visible. To detect such occluded humans in the image, we can lower
the threshold, but that incurs false positives which may have higher confidences than the correct but
partially visible humans. And since we are dealing with crowded images characterized by severe
occlusions, this phenomenon becomes significant. The solution is to detect multiple combinations
of parts, which depending on the visibility of parts of an individual, will correspondingly give
higher confidence detections. For our approach, we use four different combinations: head Ch,
head and shoulders Cs, upper body Cu and full body Cf . We modified the DPM implementation
to detect different combinations of parts by ignoring the filter and deformation scores of excluded
parts in each combination. Excluding certain parts affects the Latent SVM bias, since the scores
from those parts are not included in the final confidence. In the following treatment, we present
a method to divide Latent SVM bias into component parts, which are then used to create CoP
detectors.
The bias b in Eq. 4.1 in Latent SVM [24] is optimized such that confidences of positive
examples are greater than 0, while those of negative examples are less than 0. This means that
the bias balances the sum of filter and deformation scores from different parts among the positive
and negative examples. Therefore, we divide the bias into constituent parts by averaging the con-
tribution of each part to the positive and negative examples while ensuring that the sum of part
biases sums to the Latent SVM bias b. Let j and k index positive and negative training examples,
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Now, we simply decompose the bias into parts bi under the assumption b =
∑n
i=0 bi. Define
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The bias for CoP detector C is the sum of bias of its constituent parts, given by: bC =∑
{i|pi∈C} bi.
The above procedure allows us to detect combinations of different body parts without re-
quiring annotations for them. This advantageous outcome is due to Latent SVM as it infers the
location of body parts using training examples when only provided with full-body annotations.
Furthermore, although we have found the equivalence between different combinations at zero
threshold, δ = 0, the CoP detectors have different sensitivities to changes in δ. For that, we
find the linear relationship between confidences of CoP detectors and the full-body detector using
the confidences obtained on N+ positive examples.
Another issue relevant to multi-object detection is non-maximal suppression (NMS). For
dense crowds, heads are almost always visible since the only way to capture such a scene is by
having the camera at some height. For NMS, we used heads as anchors of detections, and per-
formed NMS only on bounding boxes of heads. We used the same procedure for generating all
results, including baseline, to ensure consistency in post-processing.
4.4 Global Occlusion Reasoning (GOR)
Using the approach described in previous section, we obtain a dense set of detections, along
with the scores of individual parts from CoP detectors. The resulting detections have significant
overlap in crowded scenes, due to high density of individuals. On the other hand, it is possible
that a completely visible human has a smaller bounding box, due to a relatively higher confidence
generated by a CoP detector with fewer parts. The goal of occlusion reasoning is to expand and
contract the bounding boxes so that they only but entirely cover the visible parts. And due to
cyclic dependencies among individuals (A occluding B, B occluding C, ...) present in crowds, we
propose to use efficient solutions using Binary Integer Programming (BIP) to solve this problem.
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s.t. Az ≤ b,
Cz = d,
z is a binary vector.
where f contains preferences associated with selecting the corresponding variables in z, which for
our problem index over parts from all detections in an image. Independent of the output of CoP
detectors, all parts go into the minimization. The scores of parts contributing to CoP detection are
increased by confidence of that detection, while rest of the parts are given the raw scores obtained
using full-body detector. Taking the negative of these values gives us the desired f. However,
without the constraints, entire humans, whether occluded or not, will be selected as output. To get
non-trivial solutions, we introduce several linear constraints. The first one is based on overlap i.e.
if two parts from different individuals have significant overlap, then only one of them should be
selected. A single constraint is of the form:
[







where o(i, j) is the overlap of part i with part j from two different detections, which we obtained
by dividing the overlap between parts i and j with the total area of i and j. Thus, for our case
o(i, j) = o(j, i). The indicator function outputs 1 if overlap is greater than ω. The constraint states
that the overlap between two parts which are selected should be less than the ω, if it exceeds ω,
one of the parts should be set to invisible. Each of these constraints forms one row of the matrix A






Figure 4.6: Linear constraints for Binary Integer Programming: Left shows the DPM model for a
single person and the respective part numbers. To ensure all parts selected by IP are contiguous,
we use chain constraints between parts as shown with different colors. Similarly, models for two
occluding persons are shown on right. The overlap constraints ensure that occluded parts are
rejected by the algorithm, thus giving bounding boxes consisting of visible parts only.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Results of Occlusion Reasoning: Two individuals are shown in (a) with their bounding
boxes for root and deformable parts. (b) After reasoning for occlusion, only visible parts are
selected, thus resulting in better localization.
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Overlap constraints alone may result in degenerate solutions, where parts from the head and
legs are selected by the optimization while those belonging to shoulders or abdomen are deselected.
To alleviate this, we introduce chain constraints which ensure that only contiguous parts of all
individuals are selected when dealing with overlap constraints. For a single detection Ωq, let its
corresponding part visibility variables be given by zq. Using the part numbers given in Figure 4.6,
the chain constraints are given by Bzq = 07×1 where,
B =

−1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 0
0 0 −1 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 −1 −1 0
0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 1

(4.15)
Thus, we have one such set of constraints per detection where each matrix essentially enforces
the condition that the part below in a detection should only be selected, if the part above is also
selected. These constraints are generated automatically by traversing the human model from top
to bottom. The relationship between parts 4, 6 and 7 is different from the rest, that is the part 4 can
be selected if either part 6 or 7 is selected. For all the detections, chain constraints are written as
diag(B)z = 0Qn×1 (Cz = d in Eq. 4.13) where Q is the number of detections, n is the number
of parts per detection, and diag operator constructs a block-diagonal matrix using the argument
with all other entries set to zero. Finally, the last set of constraints ensure that the output of CoP
detectors are not violated. We allow inclusion of new parts immediately below those selected by a
CoP detector, for instance, head and shoulders detection Cs is allowed to become upper-body Cu,
whereas the parts further below are hardwired to zero. Although the problem is NP-hard, exact
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inference is possible for our problem size, as z has Qn × 1 dimensions, and overlap constraints
only occur between neighboring detections. We used IBM CPLEX to solve the BIP problem.
Figure 4.7 shows the results where initial bounding boxes of human and parts are shown in Figure
4.7(a) while results of occlusion reasoning are shown in Figure 4.7(b).
4.5 Experiments
We performed experiments on a challenging set of 108 crowd images, downloaded from
Flickr. The images cover a variety of scenes and crowd densities, as some are sparse while other
are dense. Some of the images depict marathons containing humans in standing poses, while other
images are of parks and offer more difficult poses. Similarly, severity of occlusion also varies,
as in some images, full body detection is possible, while in others, only heads are visible. We
manually annotated the images for both heads and visible parts of humans. In total, there are
~35, 000 bounding boxes for head and human each, making UCF-HDDC one of the largest and
challenging dataset for Human Detection in Dense Crowds. There are two reasons for annotating
heads separately from humans: 1) head bounding boxes can be converted to dotted annotations
which mark presence of a human, and thus makes the annotations useful for counting as well. 2)
In dense crowds, heads offer a much better estimate of detection accuracy as evaluation on human
bounding boxes quantifies the quality of bounding boxes produced as well. The actual number of
human annotations for each image are shown in Fig. 4.8. This dataset differs from the counting
and localization dataset introduced in previous chapter which only has dotted annotations instead
of bounding boxes and average number of people is an order of magnitude higher than this dataset.
We trained the human detector on INRIA person dataset [25], and used it directly on the
proposed dataset. The biases bC for CoP detectors were also computed on INRIA. For experiments,
we used 100 images for testing and 8 for validation. The parameters of the model and hyper-
parameters were set on the validation set. The values are η = 0.1, τ = 300, σ = 300 α = 0.4,
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β = 225 and ω = 0.1. We used the same value of ω for quantitative evaluation as well, i.e. using
10% overlap. The method is robust to changes in MRF and Influence Function parameters, with
50% change resulting in 1% drop in precision at 40% recall. However, 20% change in α and β

























Figure 4.8: Statistics on the proposed UCF-HDDC dataset: On x-axis is the image id, while y-axis
shows the number of human annotations in the image. The four green bars at the end have counts
of 1276, 1852, 2816 and 2845, respectively.
4.5.1 Qualitative Results
Before we present quantitative results, we visualize the improvements obtained by the three
ideas presented in this chapter in Figure 4.9. In this figure, green bounding boxes represent false
negatives, black boxes show false positives, while the colored (red to yellow) bounding boxes rep-
resent true positives, where brighter colors signify greater overlap with ground truth annotations.
The first row shows the gain in performance obtained using the proposed CoP detectors, shown in
Fig. 4.9(b), over the full-body human detector, shown in Fig. 4.9(a). Results in both images are
shown at 80% precision, thus, a higher recall means better performance. The additional humans







































Figure 4.9: This figure visualizes the improvements using the three aspects of the proposed ap-
proach. Green boxes show false alarms, black represent false positives, while colors in the red
to yellow range represent correct detections. In the first row, we show the improvement obtained
by using combinations-of-parts detection. Results in both images are shown at the same preci-
sion, thus, a higher recall means better performance (shown with yellow arrows). The second row
shows gain in performance obtained by using priors in addition to CoP detection. For clarity, only
bounding boxes for heads are drawn. Similarly, the last row shows the results of Global Occlusion
Reasoning (GOR). Yellow arrows indicate improved boxes, yellow-in-red arrows highlight false
positives that were removed, while red arrow shows a box that worsened after GOR.
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The second row in Figure 4.9 shows the improvement by using scale and confidence priors
in addition to CoP detection. The bounding boxes corresponding to heads are shown for clearer
visualization. These images also depict results at 80% precision, new detections being highlighted
by yellow arrows. The third row presents some results of improvement using Global Occlusion
Reasoning in addition to CoP detectors and priors. The bounding boxes in the Fig. 4.9(f) have
much less overlap with each other than those in Fig. 4.9(e). Again, the yellow arrows highlight
the improvements - the locations where the occlusion reasoning improved the quality of bound-
ing boxes, the yellow-in-red arrows show the false positives which were removed as a result of
reasoning, while red arrows shows a failure case where bounding box became worse. Still, the
improvements outnumber the deteriorations, and thus leading to an overall increase in accuracy as
suggested by quantitative analysis presented in the next subsection. Final results on three complete
images are shown in Fig. 4.10. In this figure, white bounding boxes signify true detections (TP),
black boxes indicate false alarms (FP), while green represents miss-detections (FN). In 4.10 (a),
the crowd is sparse with humans inclined at an angle due to camera position. In 4.10 (b), the hu-
mans appear in varied poses, whereas 4.10 (c) is characterized by severe occlusions. The proposed
approach gives excellent results for all three scenarios.
4.5.2 Quantitative Results
Figure 4.11 shows quantitative results of the proposed method evaluated with human bound-
ing boxes using Precision vs. Recall, Miss Rate vs. FPPI (false positives per image), and Multiple
Object Detection Precision or MODP. For the first two, we used an overlap of 10%, whereas MODP
has overlap threshold as the x-axis obtained at 35% recall. The first two graphs show that on av-
erage, each module of proposed approach improves the performance, with scale and confidence
priors and CoP detectors being equally crucial to increase in performance. On the other hand,
MODP measures the quality of bounding boxes irrespective of false positives and negatives. The
improvement from LatSVMv4 to CoP detectors in terms of MODP is obvious as it is able to pick
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up occluded humans while incurring fewer false positives. The improvement from CoP detectors
to priors is due to change in proportion of true positives to false positives. Since priors reduce the
hypotheses space, it reduces the relative number of false positives, which typically occur at ran-
dom scales and may overlap with annotations. Similarly, since we used exactly the same bounding
boxes for occlusion reasoning as were made available after priors, improved MODP suggests that




Figure 4.10: In this figure, white bounding boxes signify true detections (TP), black boxes indicate
false alarms (FP), while green represents miss-detections (FN). In (a), the crowd is sparse with
humans inclined at an angle due to camera position. In (b), the humans appear in varied poses,
whereas (c) is characterized by severe occlusions.
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Figure 4.11: These graphs show the quantitative results highlighting the contributions of the three
different aspects of the proposed approach. Curves in violet-blue show the results of LatSVMv4
[24] (baseline), blue represents CoP detection, orange depicts improvements from priors, whereas
red highlights the improvements from Global Occlusion Reasoning.
4.5.3 Density-based Analysis
To test the robustness and contributions of the three aspects of our method with respect
to size of crowd, we performed a density-based analysis in Figure 4.12. Here, we simplify the
notion of density which refers to the number of humans per image rather than number of people
per unit area in real world which is difficult to ascertain. Thus, we sorted the images according
to number of annotations, and divided them into four groups: low, medium, high and extreme.
In Figure 4.12, the first row shows representative images with median counts for each density
group. The number of images and some statistics on the number of humans in each group is
presented below the median images. Finally, the precision-recall curves are shown at the bottom
of the figure. The curves offer important observations with respect to the three modules. The
performance of CoP detection improves with increasing density, simply because humans in high-
density undergo more occlusions. The scale and confidence priors give consistent improvement
upon CoP detectors across all densities, which is around (15%). This means that scale and context
is important at all densities. However, occlusion reasoning does not improve at extreme densities,
which may be due to the bias of CoP detectors towards combinations with fewer parts for this
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density. Occlusion reasoning for this group only results in tighter boxes, not affecting the overlap
with the predominantly small boxes in annotation, and thus, is not likely to show a noticeable
improvement in precision.
Density Low Medium High Extreme
Representative
 Image
# images 32+2 31+3 31+3 6+0
Min, Max 31, 160 160, 307 316, 646 854, 2845
Mean, St. Dev 107 ± 36 218 ± 41 434 ± 91 1761 ± 901
Precision
vs. Recall
Figure 4.12: Density-based analysis: The evaluation on four different densities - low, medium,
high and extreme. This figure shows the median image from each density, some statistics on the
number of humans, followed by precision-recall curves for LatSVMv4 (baseline), CoP detection,
scale and confidence priors and global occlusion reasoning. The addition in # images differentiates
images in test and validation set.
4.5.4 Comparison
We compared the output of the proposed method to several other human detectors. We used
the available pre-trained codes provided by the authors. Many work reasonably well in low to high
density, but their performance deteriorates on extremely dense images due to severe occlusion.
The comparison is shown in Figure 4.13 which also shows the Average Precisions along with
abbreviated titles.
We used LatSVMv4 [24] as our underlying detection module trained on INRIA person
dataset. There are several methods which outperform [24] on this dataset, but still, the proposed
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approach is able to perform better than all of the other methods. From Figure 4.13, we see that
at 35% recall, the difference between the precisions of proposed and state-of-the-art methods is
almost 15%. We believe using CN-HOG [54], which is also based on LatSVM, as underlying
detection module will further improve the performance of our approach.
Furthermore, it is important to realize that the recall of proposed method is upper-bounded
by that of CoP detection, which in turn is dependent on the underlying human detector (LatSVMv4
in our case). It is simply not possible to obtain more detections through the priors or occlusion
reasoning than the underlying detection mechanism employed. For this dataset, recall curve hits
the asymptote at around 50% which is low. Although this is due to the challenging nature of this
dataset, we believe in order to obtain better performance for human detection in dense crowds,














Figure 4.13: Comparison with C4[58], CHNFTRS[53], CN-HOG[54], CTF[56], FFLD[57],
FPDW[27], HIKSVM[55], HOGLBP[26], MPD[98], JDN[99] in addition to LatSVMv4[24]. The
proposed method outperforms all methods on both measures despite using an underlying detector
[24] with lower performance than comparison methods.
4.5.5 Failure Cases
Due to crowded and challenging nature of the dataset, there are several failure cases. First,
we highlight two cases where human or CoP detection is difficult. The first is related to low reso-
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lution. Figure 4.14(a) shows a small patch which is 1/400-th the size of original image. Humans
in this region become extremely blurred resulting in weak edges and deteriorated HOG-based de-
tection, however the patches are still annotatable by humans. The human size also becomes small,
causing issues for DPM as it has a lower limit on detectable part size at 23x23 pixels. The camera
position relative to human height is also important, for instance, in Figure 4.14(b), even the heads
are partially occluded resulting in poor initial detections by the CoP detectors. The solution is to
have detectors that are robust to even partial occlusions of parts.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.14: Failure Cases: (a) Blurring due to large distance from the camera in addition to small
size due to perspective effects. (b) Camera position relative to humans in the scene may result
in large number of occlusions where even the heads are partially occluded. (c) Hypersensitivity
introduced due to priors caused by large number of high confidence detections in a low density
region. (d) High-confidence false positives at the boundary of crowd may results in incorrect
initialization of priors. In (c) and (d), true positives are shown with white, while false positives are
shown in black.
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Figures 4.14(c,d) show failure cases specific to scale and confidence priors. When we have
high-confidence detections in first iteration of prior discovery in a region that has fewer humans
per unit area, it sometimes makes the method hypersensitive to detection hypotheses occurring at
the desired scale in neighboring areas. This is shown with red arrows in Figure 4.14(c). Similarly,
high confidence non-human detections at early iterations also degrade the scale prior by providing
incorrect scale information, thereby resulting in more miss-detections in their surroundings, as can
be seen with the balloons in Figure 4.14(d).
4.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we showed that context, employed in the form of locally-consistent scale
and the associated confidence priors, is helpful in improving human detection in dense crowds.
Using a novel function which measures the influence of each detection in its neighborhood, we
build scale and confidence priors, which are then iteratively improved. And to detect partially vis-
ible humans, we proposed combinations-of-parts detection using different configurations of parts
of a complete human by dividing the Latent SVM bias into constituent parts. Furthermore, we pre-
sented an Integer Programming formulation to the task of occlusion reasoning where we attempted
to minimize overlap between detections and maximize contiguity of parts within each detection
with preferences of selection determined by raw scores output by underlying combinations-of-
parts detector. We evaluated our approach using a new set of difficult images, and showed that
each aspect is important for detecting humans in dense crowds.
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CHAPTER 5: TRACKING WITH PROMINENCE AND
NEIGHBORHOOD MOTION CONCURRENCE
In this chapter, we present our approach for tracking individuals in dense crowds. First, we
discuss the notion of prominent individuals and present an algorithm that identifies such individ-
uals. Then, we present the Neighborhood Motion Concurrence model which gives a probability
surface of position for an individual using position and velocity information of the target and its
neighbors. Finally, we develop a tracking method which updates the position of individuals in
an ordered fashion using information about prominent individuals, influence from neighbors, and
feedback from template-based tracker.
5.1 Prominence
Although it is possible to track and update the positions of all individuals in a crowd simul-
taneously at each time step, this is not the most efficient method. Some individuals have unique
characteristics that make them stand out from the crowd. These characteristics make it easier to
establish correspondences across frames for these individuals without confusing them with the rest
of the crowd. The first step, therefore, would be to detect prominent individuals whom we will
refer to as Queen Bees or, in short, queens. We choose to use this term because a queen, due to its
size, is the only unique bee in an entire colony of indistinguishable bees. Since a queen is unique
and easily identifiable, it can be used to describe prominent targets in any type of dense crowd.
There are several features that can make an individual prominent with respect to others,
such as gait [39], physical appearance, height or age. However, in dense crowds with a small num-
ber of pixels on a target, visual appearance is a robust and, typically, the only observable feature.
In our framework, a queen is defined as individual with color features that differ significantly from






Figure 5.1: Visualization of clusters: Given a fixed set of templates, we extract [R,G,B] features
for each pixel in the template. We keep a map (Ω) between features and templates, i.e., we associate
the id of each template with its constituent features. Then, the features are clustered and modeled
using Mixture-of-Gaussians distribution. The results on the image and templates shown in Figure
1.4 are shown in (a) where each Gaussian is represented with an ellipsoid drawn with size equal to
1.5 the size of variance, i.e., 1.5 · (Σ)1/2 and colored with its mean, i.e., µ. The colors belonging
to non-queens (white templates in Figure 1.4) form clusters along the diagonal (black to white). In
(b) we color the ellipsoid according to the density of the respective Gaussians with sparse clusters
in blue and dense clusters in red. (c) The clusters that were used in selecting the queens are given
in red after which the process of back-assignment stopped and did not use clusters drawn in green.
To select the queens, we extract features φi from the templates T1:n. Every pixel in each
template gives one 3d feature, i.e., [R,G,B] at that pixel. While generating the features, we keep
a map, Ω, that associates features to the source templates. All the features are then clustered into k
clusters modeled using mixture-of-Gaussians distribution, i.e., each component is N (µ,Σ). Next,
the clusters C1:k are sorted in ascending order according to a particular criterion (density). Finally,
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the features are reassigned to their original or source templates beginning with features from first
cluster in the sorted list. The process is stopped once a small percentage of total templates (in our
case, 10%) are filled by at least two-thirds. Since all the features from each cluster are processed
simultaneously, it is possible to have more than ten percent of total templates selected as queens.
Algorithm 1 gives a general and formal description of this procedure.
For the image given in Figure 1.4, the results of clustering are shown in Figure 5.1(a). In
this figure, each cluster is drawn in the RGB space using an ellipsoid whose size and orientation is
determined by Σ and the color is given by µ. In Figure 5.1(b), we color-code the clusters according
to density where blue indicates sparse clusters and red indicates dense clusters. Figure 5.1(c) shows
the clusters whose features were utilized during back-assignment. These clusters are shown in red
and the features in these clusters primarily belong to queens, whereas the features belonging to
clusters in green were not used because the desired number of queens had already been identified
by back-assignment by that time. The intermediate results of back-assignment for the image in
Figure 1.4 are shown in Figure 5.2 where the procedure stopped after processing 35 clusters. The
final results are shown in Figure 1.4 where the yellow templates mark the selected queens while
white templates belong to non-queens.
For a cluster C, its mass m can be given by |C| (i.e. the number of data points in C),
and volume v given by (2pi)3/2|Σ|1/2. Then there are several ways to sort clusters: mass (m),
volume (v), mass weighted by volume (m · v), density (m/v) or the reciprocal of density (v/m).
We ran a small experiment to find which of the criteria gives the best results for prominence by
determining if the criterion correctly identifies the queens while filling few non-queen templates
(red and green in Figure 5.2, respectively). We ran the experiment several times to avoid differences
due to clustering, and found that density gives the correct and most stable queens across iterations.
This implies that features of queens behave as outliers during clustering and form sparse clusters,
whereas features of non-queens form dense clusters since they tend to be similar to each other.
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm to find queens given templates T1:n
1: procedure DETECTQUEENS
2: Φ = [ ] . feature matrix
3: for all i = 1 to n do
4: φi ∈ R3×Ni = features from Ti . feature =: an RGB vector per pixel
5: Concatenate φi to Φ
6: Ω(φi) = i . map from features to templates
7: end for
8: [C, µ,Σ] = GMM(Φ, k) . k=# of clusters
9: Sort clusters w.r.t density i.e. |C|/(2pi)3/2|Σ|1/2
10:
11: V1:n =[0 0 . . . 0] . 1xn voting array
12: queens = [ ], i = 0
13: while i ≤ k ∧ |queens| < .1n do
14: i = i+ 1
15: for all φ ∈ Ci do . Ci =: ith cluster
16: VΩ(φ) = VΩ(φ) + w(φ, i) . w=voting function, w(φ, i) = 1 for our case
17: end for




After 5 clusters After 15 clusters
After 25 clusters After 35 clusters
Figure 5.2: Intermediate outputs for the queen detection method: The images correspond to back-
assignment after processing k = 5, 15, 25 and 35 clusters (out of k = 100). Red and green colors
indicate queens and non-queens, respectively. Notice that the proportion of green regions to red
increases as the number of clusters increases.
5.2 Neighborhood Motion Concurrence (NMC)
In this section, we present an intuitive model, that utilizes the dynamic contextual informa-
tion of the crowded scene, which allows us to track individuals in a dense crowd without requiring
any prior knowledge (crowd flows, motion patterns, ...). Let xti = [x x˙]
T (position, velocity), Σti
represent the state and covariance, respectively, of target i at time t, xˆti be the updated state, A be
the state transition matrix, for instance, linear velocity and N (µ,Σ) a 2d Gaussian distribution.




Figure 5.3: Visualization for Neighborhood Motion Concurrence (NMC) model: (a) The target
under consideration whose position is to be updated is shown with black square while its updated
neighbors are shown with different colors. The arrows show the velocity which, for the target is
velocity at t− 1, whereas, for neighbors is their velocity at t. (b) shows the probability of position
using the model for the target in (a), given by Equation 5.5. The cross hair represents position
of the target before the update, i.e., position at t − 1. Each blurred circle represents N (µ,Σ).
The black circle is obtained using constant velocity assumption on the motion of target (pS from
Equation 5.1), while colored circles capture the influence from neighbors (pN from Equation 5.2),
based on their respective motions. This is a simple illustration, so each covariance is assumed to
be an identity matrix.
Neighborhood Motion Concurrence has two components, namely self pS , and neighbors’
influence pN . Since the state of the target under consideration at time t has not been updated yet,
both its position and velocity come from the previous time instant t− 1,
pS = p(z
t−1








where p(zt−1i | xt−1i ) denotes the observation likelihood zt−1i of the target given its state xt−1i
obtained through underlying tracker, and A is the state transition matrix which captures linear
velocity for our case. If there was some uncertainty in the target’s position at time t − 1, then
pS gets weighed down by this factor, therefore more preference will be given to prediction from
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wj · N (Axtij, AΣtjAT ) · λj, (5.2)




j], λj = 1 if the state of target j has been updated before i at time t, and
0 otherwise. But, not all influences can be treated equally, so we weigh them according to the




exp(−‖xk − xi‖) . (5.3)
To illustrate the idea, consider the target shown in black square in Figure 5.3(a) whose
position is to be updated at time t, i.e., the black square is drawn where the target was at time t−1.
Its updated neighbors are shown with squares of different colors, whose positions are depicted at
time t. The arrows originating from the center of squares indicate the velocity of each individual,
i.e., velocity at time t − 1 for target and at time t for the updated neighbors. In Figure 5.3(b), we
show how each velocity vector from Figure 5.3(a) influences the likelihood of the target’s position.
In this image, the cross-hair marks the position of target before it is updated. The blurred circles
represent Normal distributions (N (µ,Σ)). The black circle represents pS , while colored circles
represent pN , using the same colors as the squares depicting neighbors in Figure 5.3(a). Here,
all covariances are set to identity matrices for the sake of visualization. Thus, NMC generates a
probability distribution which gives a dynamic prior on the motion of the target based on its own
motion and that of its neighbors. Figure 5.4(a) shows a real example of the use of this model. The
position of individual in white square with cross-hair is to be updated, while some of its neighbors
have already been updated, shown in colored squares. The lines originating from the center of
squares show the velocity vectors. Figure 5.4(c) is the output of the model, which is a multi-modal
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distribution with one strong peak. Figure 5.4(d) shows the probability of target’s position using just
the appearance, while Figure 5.4(e) shows the drastic reduction in confusion in the target’s position
achieved with the model, which is typical to majority of the non-queen individuals of the crowd.
The final results are shown in Figure 5.4(b) where black star represents the incorrect position




Figure 5.4: (a) The target under consideration is shown in white and its updated neighbors in color.
(b) The red star is the correct position updated by the method, whereas black star is the incorrect
position update from template-based tracker alone. Intermediate results: (c) is the probability
surface of position using NMC for the target in (a). The bottom row shows the effects of using the
model, where (d) and (e) are probability surfaces of position before and after the model is applied.
5.3 Appearance based Instantaneous Flow
Neighborhood Motion Concurrence models the similarity of motion of individuals in a
dense crowd. The assumption that an individual has motion similar to its neighbors is violated
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when there are multiple flows in close vicinity of each other, for instance, two groups of people
walking right next to each other in opposite directions, or when there are anomalous individuals
in the crowd whose motion is not consistent with their neighbors. In these cases, we revert to
Instantaneous Flow (Figure 5.5), which provides some information about the possible direction of
motion for such individuals. We construct Instantaneous Flow from five frames using normalized
cross correlation on patches that are densely initialized throughout the scene, where track of each
patch captures temporally-localized motion. The idea is similar to particle advection [9], however
when the duration is only five frames, particle advection gives results significantly worse than
instantaneous flow, due to noisy and inconsistent optical flow. We initialize 4x4 patches at a regular
spacing of 4 pixels. When NMC doesn’t provide good prediction, e.g., when the observation
likelihood at the updated position is low, we approximate the motion using nearby patches in





where y˙tj is the velocity of the patch averaged over the five frames. The selection of neighbors in
Equation 5.3 is now based on nearest patches instead of individuals.
 
Figure 5.5: This figure shows instantaneous flow computed for one of the frames of Sequence 5.
The patches were densely initialized at a spacing of 4 pixels. The direction at each location in the
image is shown with color wheel on bottom-right of the image.
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5.4 Tracking in Dense Crowds
In this section, we use the three aspects proposed in previous sections together in a joint
framework, which allows us to formulate a solution to the challenging problem of tracking in dense




Figure 5.6: (a) The red square marks one of the queens and the white one is its immediate non-
queen neighbor. (b) shows the probability surface (obtained through Equation 5.6) of the queen’s
position in the next frame while (c) is the corresponding probability surface for its neighbor. It is
obvious that queens, due to uni-modal probability distribution, have less confusion in maintaining
identity than non-queens, and therefore should be placed at the top of tracking hierarchy.
Given some initialization, our goal is to track each individual in the crowd. If the crowd
flow has been modeled in advance, then it is possible to update the positions of all individuals
simultaneously. However, a non-aggressive approach is preferable when the flow is not known.
For each individual at each time instant, a decision needs to be made for the position update,
which allows us to assign a confidence to this decision. Thus, tracking can be posited as a decision
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making process where queens serve as guides and NMC is used for consensus. This idea lends
itself to a hierarchical framework which starts with queens and ends with non-queens.
At the top of the tracking hierarchy are queens, which are updated first. Figure 5.6 justifies
their placement at the top of hierarchy. The two targets, one queen and an adjacent non-queen
are shown with red and white squares, respectively. In Figure 5.6(b), we show the probability
surface of position using just the appearance for the queen, while in Figure 5.6(c), we show the
same for the non-queen. The surface in Figure 5.6(c) is common to non-queens which signifies
greater possibility of confusion among them, in this case, due to white appearance of nearly all the
neighbors. It is evident that the queen’s neighbor in Figure 5.6(c) will pose a significant challenge
in tracking unless its state predictions are guided by the adjacent queen.
Once the queens are updated, their immediate neighbors are updated next, then the neigh-
bors of neighbors. This process continues to expand outward until every target has been updated
at the current time. If G = (V , E) denotes the graph where V is the targets represented by their
states and E is the edges between each individual and its neighbors within a fixed radius, then the
updating order is Breadth First Search which can be implemented using a queue.
Let NNi ≡ {j | eij ∈ E} be the neighbors for target i. For simplicity of notation, index
j will represent a member of NNi. Given states and covariances of a target i and its neighbors j,
under first-order Markov assumption,
p
(
xti | zti , xt−1i , xtj
)
∝ p (zti | xti) p (xti | xt−1i , xtj) . (5.4)
The state of queens is updated first, which is predicted only using their previous state,
defined as p
(
xti | xt−1i , xtj
)
= pS . However, the neighbors of a non-queen target whose state has





xti | xt−1i , xtj
)
= ζ (pS + pN) , (5.5)
where ζ is the normalization factor.
In Equation 5.4, p(zt | xt) is the probability of measurement given state at time t, which
corresponds to confidence from the tracker. Our underlying tracker is template-based, with Nor-
malized cross-correlation as the similarity measure, hence,






where x = (u, v) and γ(x) is given by
∑
x,y,z







T¯ (u− x, v − y, w − z))2
, (5.7)
where z iterates over color channels and T¯ is the target template T with its mean subtracted.









Algorithm 2 Algorithm to update states given templates: T1:n, NN graph: G = (V , E), state vectors
at time t− 1: xt−11:n , and id of queens: Q ⊂ {1, 2, . . . n}
1: procedure HIERARCHICALUPDATE
2: ∀i | i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, λi = 0, ηi = 0 . λ: if updated, η: # visits
3: Insert {q | q ∈ Q} into queue
4: while do ∃j | λj = 0
5: Retrieve element i from start of queue
6: Generate p(xti | xt−1i , xtj) from NMC, and p(zti | xti) according to Equation 5.6
7: Find xˆti,NMC by Equation 5.8
8: if p(zti | xˆti,NMC) < τ then
9: Generate p(xti | xt−1i , xtj) based on instantaneous flow
10: Find xˆti,IF by Equation 5.8
11: end if
12: if p(zt | xˆti,NMC)
1
ηi+1 > τ ∨ p(zt | xˆti,IF ) > τ then
13: λi = 1
14: Push {j | j ∈ NNi ∧ λj = 0} into queue
15: in order of increasing distance
16: else
17: ηi = ηi + 1
18: if i ∈ Q then
19: Q = Q\{i}
20: end if






Figure 5.7: Hierarchical Update: (a) This image shows the order of update from Algorithm 2 on
Sequence 2 which contained 220 people. The colors are encoded with the color-bar on the right,
with red indicating individuals that were updated earlier than the ones shown in yellow. The update
scheme starts with queens (black square inscribed in a red square), and moves down the hierarchy
till all of the individuals are updated. Notice the occurrence of yellow squares in proximity with
red and orange, which depicts delayed update. (b) shows the DAG produced as a result of the
hierarchical update where edges, shown with arrows, signify the direction in which the influence
was transmitted.
Note that the distribution in Equation 5.5 depends only on the neighbors whose position has
been updated. If p(zt | xˆt) for a target is low, which might be due to poor prior probability from
NMC or occlusion, we then resort to instantaneous flow for obtaining prior probability. The prior
probability for such individuals is based on neighboring patches in the instantaneous flow field
which is similar to Equation 5.2 except that xtij now comes from patches rather than individuals.
However, if the update confidence does not improve from using Instantaneous Flow, we delay
the update of such individuals and place them at the end of the queue so that it doesn’t influence
rest of the crowd. Placing the target back into queue when tracker confidence is low has the
peril of running into an infinite loop. The following theorem shows that it is not possible in case of
Algorithm 2 which, in effect, gradually lowers the threshold till the individual’s position is updated.
Theorem. The number of times a target is visited (attempted for update) at time t is finite given
τ < 1.
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Proof. The target revisited can either be a queen or a non-queen. After the first visit, in case
the queen fails condition in Algorithm 2, Line 12, the algorithm, at later visits, will treat it as
non-queen with prior probability governed by Equation 5.5.
Let p(zt,ki | xˆt,ki ), denote the probability of observation on kth visit to a non-queen target i
at time t. There can be two cases at kth visit:
Case 1. ∀j | j ∈ NNi, λj = 1.
Case 2. ∃j | j ∈ NNi, λj = 0.
For Case 1, the distribution from Equation 5.5 will not change for l > k. For Case 2, there
are two possibilities: either for some k′ > k, all the neighbors of the target get updated, which will
collapse Case 2 to Case 1. The other possibility is when at least one of the neighbors is in the same
situation as target i (i.e. λ = 0 for both). Under such circumstances, Equation 5.5 for l > k visits
will still not change, since λj will be zero in Equation 5.2, thus, the influence from neighbor j will
not be used for updating state of target i.
In either case, ∃k′ | ∀l > k′,
p(xt,li | xtj∈NNi , xt−1i ) = p(xt,k
′
i | xtj∈NNi , xt−1i )
It follows from Algorithm 2, Line 12 that for












state of target i will be updated by Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.8: Results of Delayed Update: (a) An anomaly where a person is moving against the
crowd flow. (b) Result of tracking a particular individual who initially moved with the crowd
but later decided to leave the marathon. This shows that instantaneous flow provides reasonable
predictions when tracking anomalies. Note that, we do not detect anomalies per se, but whenever
the appearance-based confidence from the underlying tracker is below τ , which may happen in the
case of anomalies, we rely on instantaneous flow to provide predictions.
Figure 5.7(a) shows the results of hierarchical update for one of the frames in Sequence 2
containing 220 individuals. The order of update is color-coded with bar shown on the right, where
red signifies individuals whose state was updated before the ones shown in yellow. The queens are
marked with an black square inscribed in a red square. In some instances, yellow squares occur in
close proximity highlighting the delayed update where we wait till more neighbors get updated, or
update such individuals based on instantaneous flow (Algorithm 2, Line 15). In Figure 5.7(b), we
show the final graph produced by the update scheme. The arrows indicate the direction in which
the influenced was transmitted. An interesting observation regarding Algorithm 2 is that initially,
when updating queens, we do not use any information from neighbors. However, as we move down
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the hierarchy and away from the queens, we begin to employ more information from neighbors.
In this figure, state prediction for several non-queen targets in orange to yellow is influenced by
neighbors, which were adjacent to different queens. Therefore, as we move away from queens,
the confidence due to prominence subsides, however, it is somewhat compensated by information
from an increased number of updated neighbors down the hierarchy.
Relationship to Bayesian Networks The hierarchical order for tracking we propose in
this work is similar to belief propagation on a graph with directed edges but no cycles, which
is equivalent to directed acyclic graph (DAG), or a Bayesian Network (Figure 5.7(b)). The evi-
dence is provided by the underlying tracker, and our goal is to find an estimate for the positions
of all individuals in the crowd given their respective evidence. The conditional probabilities are
mixture-of-Gaussians distributions and are provided by NMC. The update scheme starts with the
prominent individuals, followed by their neighbors in a one-by-one fashion. Since edges only em-
anate from nodes (individuals) whose states (positions) have already been updated, the topology of
the network evolves and changes till states of all individuals in the scene have been updated. Hi-
erarchical Update can, thus, be seen as a single pass of messages over this time-varying Bayesian
Network. An additional advantage of this updating scheme is that it allows handling of anoma-
lous motions, e.g., individuals whose motion does not conform with their neighbors. Since, if the
probability of state given local evidence is low for an individual, we ignore the messages received
from other individuals and resort to instantaneous flow, which would not have been possible if we
used a simultaneous solution. Figure 5.8 provides two instances from Sequence 5 where the pro-
posed method was successfully able to track anomalous individuals whose movement significantly
deviated from rest of the crowd.
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5.5 Experiments
We tested the proposed method on a variety of sequences which differed in terms of crowd
density and tracking difficulty. There are a total of 8 sequences depicting commuters walking out-
doors (Sequence 1− 2: high density), marathons with people running at various speeds (Sequence
3 − 6: high density), and railway stations (sequence 7: medium density and 8: low density).
The first frame of each sequence is shown in Figure 5.9 in the first and third columns, with the
corresponding sequence number at bottom-right of the frame. We manually annotated the eight
sequences with the total number of individuals annotated in each sequence ranging from 58− 747.
Some statistics on the these sequence are shown in the first three rows of Table 5.1.
Although the proposed approach is complementary and an alternative to methods that track
dense crowds after modeling crowd flow, we still compare against methods by Ali and Shah [11],
who model crowd flow using various floor fields (FF), as well as Rodriguez et al. [30] who use
Correlated Topic Model (CTM) to capture crowd behavior. The idea is to ensure that the per-
formance without learning crowd flow remains comparable to the alternative approaches where
crowd flow is modeled in advance, i.e., where data from the future is used to learn the behavior
of the crowd. In addition, we compared against Park et al. [82] who use contextual information
for tracking by solving a MRF framework using mean-shift belief propagation (MSBP). We also
generated results from the template-based trackers such as Meanshift (MS) and Normalized Cross
Correlation (NCC). NCC was used as the underlying tracker for the proposed method, as given in
Equation 5.6.
Both the previous methods [11, 30] track individuals after manually initialization. The
primary reason is to discard the effect of human detection which is extremely difficult for these se-
quences. We also manually initialized individuals by placing a fixed-sized square template around
the initialization location. Template size for each sequence is given in the third row of Table 5.1.
In addition, new individuals were initialized as they entered the scene. The queens were selected
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only when new initializations took place, which typically occurred after every fifty frames. The
number of clusters for queen selection was set at k = 100 for all sequences. The templates were
updated after every 10 frames and the value of τ = 0.90 was selected. Therefore, if the value
from the underlying tracker at peak location was greater than 0.90, the position of individual was
updated. A higher value for this threshold reduced the performance due to increased dependence
on instantaneous flow, which is sometimes very noisy.
Figure 5.9 shows the results obtained for the eight sequences. The first and third column
show the initial frame of each sequence with all the tracks output by proposed method. In the
second and fourth columns, we show graphs that reflect tracking accuracies of various methods.
In these graphs, the x-axis shows the distance in pixels ranging from 0 to 25 and the y-axis is the
percentage of tracked point from all trajectories that lie within that distance from the corresponding
ground truth points. The curve from the proposed method is shown in red. The other methods are
MSBP [82] shown in green, FF [11] in yellow, CTM [30] in orange, as well as baseline MS (mean-
shift) in cyan and NCC (normalized cross-correlation) in blue. The values of these curves at 15
pixel threshold are given in Table 5.1. The proposed method performs equal or better than the
comparison methods for Sequences 1 − 6. This illustrates that even without learning crowd flow,
the prominence and spatial context are helpful enough to give decent tracking results. However,
for Sequences 7 and 8, the results are lower by 1 and 2 percents, respectively. For Sequence 7, the
reason is primarily the camera angle and large perspective distortion compared to other sequences.
For Sequence 8, the reason lies in the density of the crowd. At lower densities, the individuals
have more freedom to move, and thus, the motion of neighboring and prominent individuals is not
a reliable estimate of the motion of a particular individual under consideration. Furthermore, the






Figure 5.9: Results on eight sequences used in our experiments: Tracks obtained from the proposed
method are shown on the first frame of each sequence, shown in first and third columns. Graphs in
the second and fourth columns show the tracking accuracies of baseline NCC (blue), MS (cyan),
MSBP [82] (green), FF [11] (yellow), CTM [30] (orange), as well as the proposed method (red).
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Table 5.1: Quantitative Comparison: Some statistics for the eight sequences are given in first three
rows, while the last six rows are the results for the six methods. These are the values of curves in
Figure 5.9 at T = 15 pixels, which signifies the percentage of points in all tracks that lie within 15
pixels of ground truth. These results show that the proposed method outperforms the comparison
methods in most of the sequences.
Seq 1 Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 Seq 5 Seq 6 Seq 7 Seq 8
# Frames 840 134 144 492 464 333 494 126
# People 152 235 175 747 171 600 73 58
Template Size 14 16 14 16 8 10 10 10
NCC 49% 85% 58% 52% 33% 52% 50% 86%
MS 19% 67% 16% 8% 7% 36% 28% 43%
MSBP 57% 97% 71% 69% 51% 81% 68% 94%
FF 74% 99% 83% 88% 66% 90% 68% 93%
CTM 76% 100% 88% 92% 72% 94% 65% 94%
Proposed 80% 100% 92% 94% 77% 94% 67% 92%
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.10: Qualitative results on Sequence 5: This figure shows tracks of four different individ-
uals from Sequence 5. The ground truth is shown in green, while track from proposed method is
in yellow. In (a-c), the track from proposed method perfectly aligns with the ground truth, while
(d) shows a failure case, where the track was lost soon after the initialization.
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Next, we present some qualitative results on Sequences 4 and 5. In Figure 5.10, we show
tracks of four different individuals from Sequence 5. The ground truth is shown in green, while
track from proposed method is in yellow. In Figure 5.10(a-c), the track from proposed method per-
fectly aligns with the ground truth, while Figure 5.10(d) shows a failure case, where the track was
lost soon after the initialization. The reason for this failure was that the person under consideration
was wearing a dark-colored shirt. After a few frames of successful tracking, the person came into
a position where he or she was surrounded by shadows of several other individuals. The underly-
ing tracker confused the shadow with the person and started chasing the shadow. This highlights
the importance of appearance aspect of tracking dense crowds, since it can sometimes dominate
auxiliary information provided in the form of better predictions.
Figure 5.11 shows eight examples of tracks obtained on Sequence 4 from the proposed
method, FF [11] and CTM [30]. In this figure, the green track is manually-labeled ground truth,
while yellow, orange and red tracks correspond to [11], [30] and proposed method, respectively. An
analysis of the erroneous tracks reveals that most of the id-switches were between people wearing
the same color. The proposed method captures the constraints from neighbors which prohibit the
jumping of the tracker across different people. The first row (Figure 5.11(a,b)) shows instances
where FF failed to track the individuals, whereas both CTM and proposed method successfully
tracked the individuals. The second row (Figure 5.11(c,d)) shows instances where CTM failed, but
FF and proposed method were successful. The third row (Figure 5.11(e,f)) shows instances where
only the proposed method was successfully able to track the individuals. The last row shows an






Figure 5.11: Eight examples from Sequence 4 that show the comparison of the proposed method
(red) with FF [11] (yellow) and CTM [30] (orange). The ground truth track is depicted in green.
(a,b) show instances where FF failed but CTM and proposed method succeeded. (c,d) show in-
stances where CTM failed but the other two succeeded. (e,f) show instances where both FF and
CTM failed but the proposed method succeeded. Finally, (g) shows a common instance where all
trackers successfully tracked the individual, while (h) shows a rare case where all three failed.
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In order to test the contributions of various aspects of the proposed method, we ran a small
experiment whose results are presented in Figure 5.12. This plot shows that without the guidance of
the queens and neighbors, i.e. using only self-component pS in Equation 5.1, the results are close to
70%; influence from neighbors, in the form of NMC with randomly initialized queens, adds 20%
to tracking accuracy; while salient queens identified using Algorithm 1 add another 6%, giving
96% tracking accuracy of the proposed algorithm at the 10 pixel threshold. For this particular
sequence, both prominence and NMC contribute to increase in tracking accuracy, however, this
may not always be the case. For instance, prominence is of little value when all people have the
same appearance or when everybody in the scene looks different and distinguishable. Similarly,
the assumption of motion concurrence breaks at low densities when people have more freedom
to move. However, it can be concluded from Figures 5.9 and 5.12 that, while the contributions
will vary for different scenes, in general, all components are necessary for an increase in tracking
accuracy in structured dense crowds.
Figure 5.12: Contribution towards tracking accuracy by major components of the algorithm: The
experiment was done on sequence 2 at 2.5 fps. The x-axis is the distance threshold in pixels, while
the y-axis is the percentage of tracked points that lie within that distance from the ground truth.
This shows that all aspects are important for improvement in tracking results.
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5.6 Chapter Summary
We introduced a novel method for tracking in dense crowds without using any prior knowl-
edge about the scene, in contrast to previous works which always use some training and modeling
of crowd flow using data from the past as well as the future. Beginning with prominent indi-
viduals, we track all individuals in the crowd in a ordered fashion employing influence from the
neighbors and confidence from template-based tracker. We delay the update of individuals if the
confidence from underlying tracker is low. We showed the performance of added functionality via
scene-derived visual and contextual information, which significantly improved upon the underly-
ing template-based tracker.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This dissertation addresses several important problems related to dense crowds on a scale
not tackled before in literature. Images of extremely dense crowds containing hundreds to thou-
sands of people allow counting and rough approximation of positions of individuals as was ad-
dressed Chapter 3. In medium to high density crowds, it is feasible to put exact bounding boxes
as was done in our approach for human detection in Chapter 4. And in videos of crowded scenes,
tracking of individuals across frames of the video is possible which was addressed in Chapter 5.
Automated analysis of crowds is challenging due to large number of individuals, occlu-
sions, clutter, and fewer pixels per person. To overcome these challenges, we introduced and
exploited scene-derived context that is automatically discovered from the crowded scene. For
counting, we used multiple sources of information to estimate counts in small patches. These in-
cluded head detections, Fourier and interest-point based analysis. We captured the contributions
of these sources in terms of counts, confidences, and various statistical features which were then
used to estimate counts using Support Vector Regression. And since the correct scale while regres-
sion cannot be determined in advance, we performed the count estimation at multiple scales and
fused the results using a multi-scale Markov Random Field framework. Similarly, we employed
repetition of heads for the task of localization where the goal was to approximate the head location
of individuals in the crowd image. Initial hypotheses were expanded through multiple criteria and
final selection of correct hypotheses was performed using binary integer quadratic programming.
For human detection, we proposed to discover scale and confidence priors of an image us-
ing the proposed influence function induced by each detection in its neighborhood. The scores for
millions of detection hypotheses were then re-evaluated using the discovered priors. To handle the
issue of partial visibility, we proposed to divided the bias term of Latent SVM and used that to
construct multiple detectors, each constituting a different combination of parts. The main advan-
tage of this approach was the lack of requirement of annotated ground truth data for training the
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different detectors. Finally, occlusion reasoning was formulated as a minimization problem for the
entire image, and parts of detections were switched on or off based on their scores subjected to
overlap and chain constraints which captured occlusion and contiguity, respectively.
The last problem addressed was tracking where context was used in the form of saliency
and motion similarity. Prominent or salient individuals were automatically detected from the scene
who served as guides for their neighbors. A new motion model - Neighborhood Motion Con-
currence - specifically tailored to dense crowds was introduced which captured the similarity of
motion exhibited by individuals in dense crowds. A hierarchical tracking framework combined
prominence, the motion model as well as confidence from underlying tracker to update positions
of individuals at every frame.
In summary, the primary notion explored in this dissertation is that of consistency or
smoothness. While counting, we ensured that counts in neighboring patches are similar. This
is a valid assumption as the perspective effect introduced by camera is smooth function of distance
from the camera. For localization, we employed the idea that a crowded scene is repetitive and
appearance of neighboring humans depicted in such an image is consistent and similar. In our
approach for human detection, we enforced the scale of humans to be consistent in local neighbor-
hoods. Similarly, we exploited the similarity of motion of neighboring individuals in dense crowds
to tackle the problem of tracking. Thus, this dissertation shows that context utilized in the form
of local consistencies and similarities is an important cue that can allow us to tackle the challeng-
ing problems associated with extremely dense crowds. Furthermore, the two new datasets used to
evaluate the performance of our approaches in this dissertation will be useful for other researchers
who are working in the area of crowd analysis.
Next, we highlight some extensions and areas of future research that are likely to improve
performance of proposed approaches:
Counting. The results are likely to improve through the estimation of ground plane orien-
tation as well as estimation of perspective distortion. The former is applicable to scenarios where
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perspective distortion is present but estimation may be incorrect. This may happen when orienta-
tion of the plane containing the crowd is different from the ground plane, e.g., seating arrangement
in a stadium. Furthermore, computation of perspective distortion will allow us to incorporate more
robust smoothing prior cues over small spatial regions, and will also allow independent computa-
tion of counts for different region sizes. Second, as part of estimation of perspective distortion, it is
also important to estimate the line at infinity and the horizon line. This is consequential for count-
ing and density estimation because the non-ground plane regions, such as the sky may also exhibit
textures that can be confused with crowd textures or appearance. The estimation of horizon line is
a direct way to bypass problems caused by such potential similarity in textures. Third, exploring
different feature spaces and descriptors that are likely to be more discriminative in terms of the rel-
ative crowd densities they represent is also important. Examples of the disparities between features
in representing crowd counts or crowd density include intensity versus first or second derivative of
intensity. While appearance, intensity, and color are not a good measure of relative start and end
of landmarks representing a unit crowd, the derivatives are likely to be much more useful.
Another idea is to ensure that the regressor or learning algorithms adapts to different re-
gions of input space, instead of learning one hyperplane for the entire input data. This can be
implicitly done through Multiple Kernel Learning especially which gives different weights to dif-
ferent kernels (coming from different features). The different regions in the input space can have
separate kernels gated using a gating function. In this direction, we propose to explore the effect
of different features in different densities of the crowd and how those features can be combined
through Multiple Kernel Learning so that counting results improve across all densities.
Human Detection. The proposed approach for human detection consisted of three modules
where discovery of scale and confidence priors was coupled with combinations-of-parts detection
but global occlusion reasoning was executed independently. Although modularity has its own ad-
vantages, it would be an interesting direction to combine all three ideas into one simultaneous
solution that also bypasses any post-processing. But, perhaps the most important area of improve-
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ment is in human detection itself, where any improvement in the underlying human detector will
translate to better performance in dense crowds using the proposed approach.
Tracking. An important constraint for tracking individuals in overhead cameras is the ab-
sence of overlap. This can be enforced in the current formulation by ensuring that the bounding
boxes of two individuals do not overlap, which is only possible if all individuals in a dense crowd
are updated simultaneously instead of the proposed hierarchical tracking approach. Another direc-
tion includes making the proposed method more robust by using information from multiple frames
at the same time.
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